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Have to budget mone:r..

Work study can cut aid
iBY KATY EARJNG

are not able to work more than whether you have any other aid or
"Any money earned on campus two or three hours a day or its just not."
When : asked if she felt the
by a student beyond work-study impossible to study."
• money will be deducted from his ·. "We found that last year," he amounts allocated were low; she
total financial aid," said John · continued, "that about 70 percent said, "I really couldn't judge that.
Liboky, explaining the restrictions of the students were either under Ifs been years since I've been a
the.amount awarded or they were student and I never qualified for
in the work-study programs.
Mr. Liboky, director of Financial tight at that amount. Of course, financial aid. I put myself through
Aid at Central, went on to say that there are students that we have-to school."
"Of course," she continued,
few students· have any money ·now suggest to tryto earn their
deducted because, "we don't allow money off-campus, because they "tuition has increased and books
have increased, drastically. It's
students to work beyond their have used up their allotment."
Carol Drinkwater of the student hard for me to -know whether a
limit."
"If a student works in one of the employment office said, "Primarily .student can actually get by on that
departments, on campus, he could the only complaints that I've (the allotment) or not. I find it
get a reduction, because then he'd received in this area (work-study surprising sometimes when it's
be getting more than his financial restrictions) are due to-a lack of JtODe in maybe the middle of the
statement showed he needed," he . understanding by the student of quarter when it's supposed to have
how much aid they qualify for and lasted longer and I'm sure that a
said.
The students are informed of why they can't work in addition to lot of people abuse it."
Students at Central don't seem
their restrictions in the award that."
"Generally," she continued, "the to have any problems understandletter which explains the maximum they are allowed to earn. It area in which a student is receiv- ing the restrictions~ placed . upon
also explains that if they earn ing financial aid is understood once them in the _work-study program.
more, it could reduce their finan- you point out to them on paper Debbie Landis,- who works at the
cial aid. Most students are award- exactly what their need . was and Information Booth, said., "I under-·
'
stood totaliy. from the beginning.
ed about $1,000 under work-study. what they are getting." ·
She said that another area of You just have to learn to budget
When Mr. Liboky was asked if
he thought the limits were , at confusion sometimes had to do your money."
times a little low, he replied, "It with the number of credit hours a -But she .fee1s' tlie iiniits-on howseems to be about the maximum a student is required to take. "Any much she is allowed to earn are a
student can earn reasonably in a student on financial_aid _has to be bit low. "I'm only allowed to earn
year. It breaks down to a little taking 12 credits. W-e consider - $300 a quarter," she said, "I think
over $100 a month. Most students employment to be financial aid that's pretty unrealistic."

Skiju_~ping
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championships held

ftere Is one of the 35 fumpen who competed In the U.S. Ski
Jumping Championships held at Leavenworth's Bakke Hiii this past .
weekend. The event featured ·the best jumpers In . the nation,
including the 1977 N.C.A.A. Champion, Ron Steele, a native of
Leavenworth. Despite the 'home ramp' advantage for Steele, the
competition was won by John Bassette, an 18-year:old from
Queechee, Vermont. Bassette'• best fump was, 312 feet a_s he flew
through the air upwards of 70 miles per hour.
(Phdfi by Biii .Kossen}

Will truth box he boon.or bane?
•

•-.

. BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

meter, the telling of lies is -made
even more difficult. Although the
Supreme Court has never allowed
It's never been very easy to get a polygraph teSt to be admissible
away with a lie. Not even poor as evidence in a court of law, use of
little Pinocchio could, and today it · the polygraph test has been used
extensively by police and federal
r. ' seems that no one else can ·either.
With the advent of the poly- investigative agencies to help
graph, a galvanic skin-response · them determine who's on the

'j

up-and-up and who isn't.
As time and technological progress marches on, more sophisticated methods of getting the
whole truth and nothing but the
truth have been sought. The most
advanced truths.e eker to date is a
small .cassette tape deck sized
electronic unit known as HA-

Winter accident
Two Central students fo.u.nd out that winter 11
,not only a great time for sledding,.. but It's also a
dangerous time for sliding when their vehicles
colllCled at the corner of Ith and Walnut. the

accident occurred at 3:20 p.m. Sunday
afternoon. Ellensburg_ police estimated damage
to one vehicle at $400 and the other car was
-considered a total 1011.

GOTH. The _HAGOTH device is an
electronic unit that measures and
analyzes the levels of stress in
one's voice.
The HAGOTH Corporation of
Issaquah, whose president is also
the co-inventor and developer of
the unit, ·is now marketing the
devices for public sale. The HAGOTH Corporation describes its
HA<;mTH HS/2 Voice Analyzer:
\<Intelligence operations during the Second World War
verified -the fact that an 8- to
14-cycle modulation in the
liumari voice disappears when
the speaker experiences stress.
Because lying generally causes
guilt, and because guilt will
generally induce stress, following a few simple rules will allow
the stress analyst to flowlessly
pfopoint deception in the voice
. :of any sane, _a.Q!!lt speak~r . . -··
"The HAGOTH SCANNER
. has no adjust.m ents other than'
an on/off switch and a switch
designating telephone and microphone input versus tape recorder input via a patch cord.
Sixteen lamp indicators (8 green
and 8 red) give an instantaneous
indication as to the candor/
st~ss of the subject being
analyzed. While a self-teaching
cassette tape is supplied, giving
complete instructions and examples of authentic conversations, a fundamental operating
philosophy can be described in
one statemen,t: GREEN IS
GOOD. AND RED IS RISKY.
"To be guaranteed the results
obtained from voice analysis
haven't been contaminated by
the experimenter, the HAGOTH
Voice Analyzer was designed for
optimum use .over the tele-

'

phone. In this way, the subject
will not be aware he is being
analyzed, and he will be less
likely to successfully employ
emotional countermeasures.
Thus, unlike the polygraph,
which requires th.e knowledge ·
and consent of. subject being
tested, the HAGOTH assures
objective results with minimal
,operator training."
'The Voice analyzer also provides various ap'pli~ations of the
analyzer:
"Attorneys_,may use in settle:
nient negotiation's
on recorded depositions obtained from
hostile witnesses.
"Psychiatrist's may have patients rood. an· association word
list, (with) the HS/2 indicatillg
emotional 'hot spots'.

.or

"Businessmen can be assured
prospective partners have genuine confidence in proposed new
ventures.
"Negotiators can use the
HS/2 during complex un_ion
negotations to develop an
opponent's psychological profile.
"Voters may evaluate a politician's candor.
'
"Prominent Personalities who
are constantly being approached
with 'new opportunities' can
assess their motivations. Employers con~erned with em. ployees' theft can identify and
keep a closer eye on 'high-stress'
reactions to questions regard~~g
. such pilfering. ~
"Purchasing Agents -c~n make
sure their firm. is getting ·the
pest price~. fyom major suppli_ers. ·
. {Contt on .page 2) ·
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News Notes

-----Checking past statements------

I.R.S. Audits B&E club

GROWTH GROUP

A "Growth Group" has been organized for persons who think
they might be chemically dependent or have experienced alcohol
and other drug dependencies in the past. The group's number one
goal will be for individual members to work toward eventual
abstinence or maintain abstinence from all chemicals. Other goals
will be discussed during the first one hour meeting. Anyone.
interested in attending this meeting please call Bob at 962-2702
after 6 p.m. and before 10 p.m., Monday through Friday.
CHICANO RECRUITMENT CONFERENCE

Central's M.E.C.H.A. club has scheduled a first of what is
hoped to be an annual event. This is the Chicano Recruitment
Conference which is scheduled to take place February 17-18.
The conference will bring approximately 70 Chicano high school
seniors to Central for two days. During this time they will be
introduced to the campus, the options available as a student of
Central and college life in general.
Workshops will be presented to show the students how to fill out
various froms pertaining to admissions, financial aid and the like.
· Career opportunities open to college grads will be introduced to
the students in an effort to turn them on to Central. Other
scheduled activities include a Teatro group from W.S.U., several
films and a disco dance sponsored by M.E.C.H.A. Everyone is
welcome to these activities.
Chicano enrollment at Central has never been very large and
currently stands at about 120 students. This is a. very small
number in comparison to the population of Chicanos in the Yakima
Valley and Columbia Basin areas that contribute largely to the
non-Chicano enrollment at Central. This is quite unusual since
Central is located so close to these regions.
All interested students are urged to help in order to make this a .
.successful conference. For further information, contact any
M.E.C.H.A. member or: Esther D. Orozco, Advisor/Recruiter,
_ . Education Opportunities Program Office, 963-2131.
DOCUMENTARY

Mass media students at Central have Jaunched a new reportol'.ial
project after being commissioned by Yakima television st.ation
K.N.D.O. to produce three documentaries for airing this wmter. ·
Because of the new program, the weekly news show, The
Ellensburg Report, seen for some time on Thursdays, will be
replaced by Lifestyles, the documentary series. Produced by
Central Mass Media students, Lifestyles will center on the lives of
residents in the Kittitas Valley.
The first show will be seen on K.N.D.0.-Channel 3 (7 4) on
February 4 at 2 p.m.
At a recent staff meeting, headed ·by advisor Roger Reynolds,
the news staff decided its first 30-minute show would cover the
topic of single women in a rural area. The docume~tary will focus
on problems which face the young and old women m an area such
as Ellensburg.
The ten-member univers.i ty news staff consists of returning and
experienced students in reporting and camera work, as well as a
staff of researchers and writers.
·
Topics for the next two documentaries have not been set.
Airing dates, however, are February 18 and March 4.
The student director is ·James Peagles, of Colorado, and the
student reporter-in-charge is Loretta Saarinen, of Ellensburg.
COMMUNITY GALLERY

The Community Gallery, at 408 1/z N. Pearl, upstairs, will featur~
paintings and wood constructions by Stan Day, Canada; oil
. paintings and drawings by Ra~dal Houghton •. Elle~sburg; a~d ·
watercolor-rapidograph pen by Pierr Morgan Leitz, Richland. This
show begins February 7 thru March 4. Hours: Noon to 5 p.m.,
Tuesday through Saturday.
ADVISEMENT WEEK COMING SOON

TheAcademic Advisement Center wants to remind all new
students and faculty advisors to be aware of the official
Advisement Week coming up soon.
February 21-24 has been designated as the official Advisement
Week. Its purpose is to urge all new students to meet with their
advisors to discuss any proble~s that may have come up during
Fall or Winter Quarters. Naturally, an advising session arranged
before or after Advisement Week would also serve th~_!1rp_~~-e.
--- ff there- are any uncertainties about whoone's advisor is, or if it
is preferable to meet with a different advisor, please contact the
Academic Advisement Center. The number is 963-2409 and the
Center is located in the S.U.B., room 212. It is open from 8-5 p.m.
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

Applications for financial aid for 1978-1979 are available in the
Office of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge Hall, room
209. Students who are applying for financial aid at Central for the
1978-79 school year must complete the confidential statement and
the Central application form: Deadline date for submission is
March 1. Late applications wµl be accepted, but awards to late
applicants will depend solely on availability of funds after awards
have been made to "on~ time" ·applicants. Undergraduate students
are, also, required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants. All notification of B.E.O.G. eligibility must be sent to the
Office of Financial Aid whether it indicates eligible or in-eligible.
Awards of financial aid will not be made to undergraduate
students until the Financial Aid Office has the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Student Eligibility Report.

Feb!"lary 9, 1978

BY RICK KRAUS
"If we never would have tried to
get a cheaper stamp, they (the
I.R.S.) would have never · known
we existed," said Linda Taylor,
president of The Business and
Economic Club, referring to an

audit now being conducted on the
Business and Economic Club's
funds.
The I.R.S. is aware of the club's
existence and would like to see
their financial statement for the
past five years. According to
President Taylor, the government

wants to know if any of the club's
money earned on thei~ fruit
baskets durinJ?: Finals' Weeks and
the other fund-raising events is
being used to benefit directors or
club members in the form of
payment or special considerations.
President Taylor stated that, "in
big clubs and organizations these
questions would apply, but to us it
seems ridiculous."
Ridiculous or not, the I.R.S.
feels the questions do apply and
has been collecting forms and data
on the club since they applied for a
said. "We're not hoping anyone nonprofit stamp over one year ago.
The stamp would be used to
will drop out, but we know from
past experience that some people defray postage cost on the B. &
won't be able to work their full E's bulk mailing procedures. ·
allotment," he explained. "Some . In the first forms the club filled
students will be off campus a out for the I.R.S. they neglected to
quarter and can't work, so there's inform the agency of the Scholarship Co-op that is operated by the
enough attrition built in."
The Co-op
The federal government cut club, said Taylor.
back Central's work-study pro- .·makes money for the club by
gram this year. Last year, Central investing money, earned' from
and the rest of the .state's colleges fund-raising events, in marketable
only received about 45 percent of securities. The I.R.S. sent forms
what they asked for. This was to check the Co-op separately and
because the government's allot- the Co-op must come under the
ment was based on projected close eye of the I.R.S. on its o~n.
enrollment figures.
The "friendly advisor" for the
This year's application was club, as he describes himself, is
based more on actual past enroll- .David Gorrie, professor of
ment. Liboky said, -.,- think it's Business Law and the Deputy
going to mean that those colleges Prosecuting Attorney in Ellenslike us, who have always used burg. Gorrie stated that he "would
their money, are going to come out certainly be surprised if they (the
a little better."
I.R.S.) found anything wrong."
He continued by saying, "We Gorrie also said the forms the club
knew the minimum wage was has sent to the I.R.S. for over a
going to go up this year, but the year attempt to obtain tax exempt
federal government wouldn't let status" and the audit is "routine"
·
the colleges use that as a reason to and "regular".
ask for more funds. Next year
The Business and Economics
we'll be able to ask for more funds. - Club will continue to be active on
Whether we get it or not is campus while waiting for the
another story."
~ outcome of the I.R.S. audit.

Aid overcommittErl
BY KATY EARING

The Financial Aid Office has
committed more dollars to workstudy than they have money
available. In most financial aid
programs they over-commit by 20
percent and in work-study they g~ ·
h}ghasa-·40 percent overcommittment.
If a student is alloted $1,000 and
only earns $800, the college
doesn't want the remainder left in
the budget at the end of the fiscal
year. Office officials explained that
if money was left, it would lead to
a cutback in the amount they
receive next year. So, the Financial Aid Office tries to allocate
more money to students.
"We were $80,000 over-committed, but we've cut that figure
down to about $47,000," said John
Liboky, director of Fi~ancial Aid.
He said they hoped to come out
even at the end of the year. The
over-committments are based on
year-to-year figures and are fairly
accurate because Central's enrollment has stayed steady.
"We don't want to cut anybody off
work-study and I don't think we're
going to have to do that," Liboky

as
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Possible arson

Fire at Hitchcock Hall
BY KATY EARING

A hot bra was cited as a possible
cause of a fire at Hitchcock Hall
that occurred Monday, January 30
at 3 a.m.
The garment was apparently in
a load of clothes in a laundry room.
Chief of Campus Police, A.J.
Brickley said it was possible that
the rubber or maybe the metal in
the bra retained enough heat to
start a fire in a highly flammable
mateial such as cotton or in some
synthetics.
The fire scorched the table and
the heat burned out one light
fixture and ,melted a cover on a
second one. There was extreme
heat, smoke and water damage to
the entire room.
Debbie Meier, the dorm manager at Hitchcock, said she didn't
think the "hot bra" theory was
very probable. Meier says she
lost approximately $150 worth of
clothing, sheets, towels and
underwear.
She said both sets of clothing
were removed from the dryers by
4 p.m. Sunday. "At about 1:30
a.m., I went to the laundry room to
get a pillow case and I didn't notice
anything unusual," she said, "I
figured th~ fire started between 2

and 2:30 a.m."
The alarm was pulled at about
3 a.m. by Kathy Clark and Nancy
Golden when they heard popping
noises coming from the laundry
room and smelled smoke. The
dorm was evacuated and the girls
stayed in the lobby of Beck Hall for
about an hour until the fire was
out.
Meier said she discussed the
possible causes of the fire
including the "hot bra" theory
which she dismisses, with police
and fire officials. One theory is
that a spark from a light caused
the fire and the possibility of arson
has been mentioned.
Ellensburg Fire Chief, Ed West
said that he really couldn't see any
cause but arson for the fire
because there was, in his opiniol),
no other way for it to have been
started.
"As far as I'm concerned," said
Chief West, "The fire was set, but
I can't see any reason for it to have
been set." He has put the matter
totally under the campus police
jurisdiction as the fire was on
college property.
Debbie Meier has no idea why
anyone would want to burn up her
clothes and neither does Lea
Thompson, the other victim.
Thompson lost close to $200 worth

of clothing and said it was almost everything she owned. She said
the "hot bra" theory was a unique
idea but she is not sure that the
theory js very credible.
The campus police have closed
the case due to lack of information,
but it will be reopened if any new
information is received.

Analyzer
[Cont. from page 1]
"Journalists can get to the
real truth.
Because the analyzer works not
only with live voices and over
telephones, as well as tape recorded messages, the Voice Analyzer
has been used to determine the •
truthfulness or' such events as the
last Presidential debates, Watergate inter.views and the Kennedy
•
assassination.
The founder and developer of
Hagoth Corporation, Richard H.
Bennett, Jr., will be on campus
today at 3 · p.m. in the Grupe •
Conference Center. Bennet will
explain the device, demonstrate
its uses and answer questions. The •
public is invited and there will be
no admission charge.
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Girls' win streak ends at twelve
BY_J~CK COREY

Twelve is an urilucky number
for the Women's basketball team.
After having recorded a:n
impressiv~ . 12-game streak that
started after their opening-season
loss ·to Western·, the Cats were
turned back by a t~ller Seattle
University team.
.
The·game was a stock exchange
throughout the first half with each__-

t-eam trading basket for basket.
The largest lead for either t~'am jn
the opening half was a slim five
a'nd that belonged to the visiting
Chieftans.
· · After being on the short end of a ·
34-32 halftime mark, the Cats fell
victim to a fired up Seattle squad
that came out to clinch the game as
early as possible in the last half.
Alth<_mgh the Cats did fall behind
_!>y' as muc:_h as thirteen! late in the

-...-

.........

.....__

second half, they kept their poise
and raUied to be only down 59-57
with 3:39 before the gun was to go
off.
The last two minut~s of action
accounted f.or the most excitement
in the game for both squads.
Cheryl Mercier (12 for the
night), dumped in a bucket to
bring the Cats within three just as
the two·minute mark was passed.
· The Wildcats then had a chance to
pull within one, when Charleen
. States mu~cled. a rebound away
from 6'2" Sue Turina, then hit the
outlet for a quick fa~t break.
Christy Williams went to fhe- line
after being fouled attempting a
twenty-footer. After swishing the
first, her second hesitated then
finally entered the netted tunnel
to put the _Chieftans lead back to
one.
Disaster then struck when
Chri~ty Williams fouled Jane
Sealey (20 points, 12 rebounds).
Sealey put fo both ends of the one
and one, which ended the scoring
· for the Chieftans,
Mary Fryer "then ended the
scoring for both teams by
conyerting the first of two charity
throws.
The Cats' had one more chance
with_four sec~nd~ left and the ball

under the Chieftans' hoop. Fryer
Sandy Ko~fax-ed the bali'52 feet
toward the Cats~ bucket in one la~t
desperation shot, but missed
everything.
_
With the win, the Chieftans
increased their season record to
10-4, while the Cats dropped only

their second game in 14 outings. In
conference play, the Dorothy
Purser ·coached squad is 4-0, with
only 4 games to go in their shorter
season.
The women return to action
Friday against the Cougars Qf
:Washington State, over in Cheney:

... clip Idaho 60-58
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

The women's basketball team
chalked up their twelfth win · in a
row, Saturday, on their home
c_o urt against the Idaho Vanda~s.
The Wildeats nearly blew a big
lead in the third _q uarter, but
managed to hang on ior a '60-58
victory. The Wildcats led by as
much as fourteen points with 15
minutes .to go in the ·Contest, but
the Vandals came roaring back to
bring the game back into a de at
56-56. .
· Idaho's center, 6'2° Jean Chamberlain scored the next two points
to give the Vandals the lead but
Central's Colleen Hall came right
back to tie the contest with only
ten seconds remaining on the
clock.
·

With Idaho attempting to run
out the clock and send it into
overtime, the Wildcats' Mary
Fryer stole the ball and raced the
length of the court for an
att~mpted lay-in. But · she was
fouled by the Vandals' Betty,
Sindance and went to the line with
two shots. She · made both
attempts and a desperation shot at
the buzzer · wouldn't go in for
Idaho.
.
Colleen Hall led four Central
players in double figures with 19
points followed by Christy Williams with 14, Charlene States .and
Fryer with ten apiece. ·
Cheryl.Mercier led the Wildcats'
rebounders with eight.

lntramurals
....

·--• ·.::::.. -~~ -·--~-:::--....,..

ROUND TRIP BUS SERVICE ON WEEKENDS ..
FROM CVVU CAMPUS TO ISSAQUAH AND SEATTLE
DEPARTS FRIDAY AFTERNOON
RETURNS SUNDAY EVENING
TICKETS ON SALE IN SUB GAMES ROOM

Now that the · third week of
intramural basketball is history, it
can be clearly seen that some
teams. are molding together faster
than others . . The average scores
are rising as the players are
finding their scori~g touch. At the
first of the year t\le defense was
dominant but now· the offense is
perking up.
Results from last week ·help
show -this f~eling as .LET'-S GET
SMALL crushed TUNA SURPRISE 100-38. Jee Beltico led
the way scoring 25 points. Mark
Vannetter (18), Andy Richey (16)
and Dave Jennings (16) helped out
as the four combined.for 75 points . .
LET'S GET SMALL led -48-21 -at
the half and continued to expand
upon the score, winning by a .
staggering 62-point spread.
The DYNASTIES came from
behin~ with the help of a tough
zone defense to beat BEST TEAM
IN THE LEA_GUE_ 74-:65. . S~otJ,
Pasleys' 16 points and -Ron
Franklin's 14 led the way. The.
·DYNASTIES started off slowly,
falling behind 18-2 at the start of
the game. The winners battled
back to within three at the half
before the zone proved too much
for the BEST TEAM IN THE
LEAGUE.
Mike Finny popped in 20 points
as I PHELTA THI beat VARSITY
II 5.9-47. John McDonald helped
·
·
out with 19.
·MGE's won their second in -a
row, beating FLUNKIES OF THE
UNIVERSE 50-44. Dale Walker's
17' and Kirk Tuttle's 9 led the
. balanced scoring for the winners. . .
Walker averaged 23 points per,
game for the 2-1 MGE's.
QUIGLEY MONKS · blasted
SNAFU 75-34 as Brian Pkkard
scored 16 points; ·Tony Leitch (i2),
Br~d Knowles (12) and Bernie
Gorman (10) helped out. The
MONKS took control in the first
half with a full court press.
Other scores include: HEADJ OBBE RS 87, JUNKIES 68;
ROOKIES 82, ZOOT ALLURER'S
70; SUPER PLAYERS 73, WILD
R'S 47; WILSON 40, CUNNING
LINGERS 39; SCRU~ 32~
BASKETS -30; ALFORD MONTGOMERY 49, ANDERSON 46.
NOTE TO - INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL CAPTAINS: If
you want your game results in the
CRIER, contact Tom Powers or
his capable assistant in the
Intramural Office for details.
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HUP, TWO, THREE, FOUR-Doug Tlnlakoff, John Pokrzywlnskl and Janie Mullin start on a
day-long cro11"Country trip. The lourney requires much stamina since they ski both up and down
hllls. After the outing, everybody looks forward to a hot bath to soothe sore muscles.

WHAT KILLED PAT KING?-The grave
of Pat King Is one of the sights on
Scotty Creek Road. Cro11·country
skiers can reach this marker by
traveling to the summit of Blewett Pa11
and taking the logging road on the
lefthand side (when going toward
Wenatchee on U.S. 97).

OOPS I-Janie Mullin, C.W.U.Buslne11 mafor and novice skier, finds that
cross-country skiing has its share of pratfalls. Springing up, she soon completed the
seven·mlle launt on Scotty Creek Road. New skiers expect their share of tumbles
·
while learning the skill.

X-Country skiers hit the trails
That floating feeling. The
sensation of gliding effortlessly
through the snow motivates a
strange breed known as crosscountry skiers.
Every weekend (and even
during weekdays if the ~kier can
skip school or sneak away from
work), avid skiers take to the
trails-whooshing around corners
and screaming down hills.
This isn't the familiar kind of
skiing. Not the kind seen in beer
commercials. Not the kind where
shiers buy lift tickets to sit on a
chair hoisting them up the
mountain. Cross-country skiers
who ·decide to go to the top of the
mountain ski up it. That's right, up
the mountain.
Cross-country skiers take to the
wilderness. They find a good,
snow-covered road and off they go.
Uphill, down dale, they wind
around fallen trees, ford streams
and surmount any other obstacle
encountered.
This sport takes people away
from crowds. · There is little
pressure to be the best-dressed
person on the slopes or make
the social scene. The cross-country
skier seldom even meets people
other than the ones in his own
party.
;
Anyone can be a cross-country
skier. All they need is to proceed
to a local sports shop and rent the
equipment.
The equipment consists of two long, narrow skis-much longer
than the usual downhill version.
They are also much narrower than
alpine skis. The skier's foot is
attached to the ski by .a narrow,

hard-rubber strip protruding from
-the front of the shoe.
There are no big, heavy boots
clamped firmly to the ski as in
downhill skiing. The hea1 is free,
enabling the skier to stride with
his foot while on level ground or
skiing uphill.
With the addition of poles,
the skier is ready for an outing.
Many students in the Ellensburg
area ski regularly, because some of
the finest cross-country skiing
areas in the nation are only a few
minutes drive from town.
After reaching an appropriafe
trail, the skier should dress
lightly. Heavy coats only add
weight and can become too hot.
A suit of thermal underwear
underneath pants and a sweatshirt
is nearly all a skier usually ..neecs.
Gloves and a hat should be worn,
since heat escapes first from the·
head and fingers get very cold
after falling in the snow a few
times.
Cross-country skiing is a little
like ice-skating. The basic idea is
to shuffle your feet back and forth
while using the poles for support.
' Th~ skis will then glide through
the snow.
Skiing is a little rough· at first
but most people soon get t~e hang
of it. Falls happen occasionally
(more frequently for beginners),
but in a short time, most people
can keep their balance-even on .
the hills!
Back and forth, back and forth, ·
skiers work on the stride. That is
the key to learning the skills. Soon
after mastering the stride, skiers

usually find that sknng becomes
a lot easier.
Now comes a hill. All right! The
skis go faster. Whoosh! It's an
incredible feeling to glide down
those hills.
Ah! But a change is coming.
Now that the bottom is reached,
another hill stretches in front. This
, one goes up instead of down.
That's the fate of the crosscountry skier. It is a lot of fun to go
down hills, but the skier must
work for that privilage. If he
wants to wander through the
silent winter woods, he must
prepare to work in order to attain
his enjoyment. In the end it
usually is worth the effort.
The feeling of getting away from
it all and removing oneself to the
peace and beauty of the winter
forest motivates most dedicated
cross-country skiers.
Areas near Ellensburg offering
good cross-country skiing include:
the Blewett Pass area, White Pass
and the country behind ·Hyak on
Snoqualmie Pass.
For the closest skiing, try the
area north of Ellensburg along the
Reecer Creek Road. Since the road
rea·ches an elevation of over 6,000
feet, .this area provides both the
earliest and latest skiing in the
Ellensburg region.
Equipment can be rented at
sporting goods stores in Ellensburg and at the Tent & Tube Shop
·in the S. U .B. Prices vary but are
reasonable, featuring both daily
and weekend rates. Cross-country
gear can also be purchased in area
sporting goods stores. Good skiing
everyone!

AH, WILDERNESS I-Cross-country skiing offers an excellent way for
people to escape to the wllderne11 In winter. Skiers can leave
civilization for the peace and serenity of the forest.

Story by
Ken Munsell
Photos by
George May

Letters to the Editor
Photo
huff
rapped
DEAR EDITOR:
When does a good action picture
cease to be a good news picture?
Apparently when it doesn't have
enough people in it.
At least that's the point John
Foster tried to make when, in the
January 19 CRIER, he contrasted
his crowd-laden rodeo photo .against the CRIER's "crowdless"
rodeo photo of the week before.
But I wonder just how right Mr.
Foster really is. Do people really
"make the picture," as ,he seems to
be suggesting, or is he speaking
from the viewpoint of a man who is
a member of the Board of Directors of the Ellensburg Rodeo and
simply wants to see those stands
full of admission-paying people to
make the event look good?
Couldn't this be interpreted as a
conflict of interest?
As a former newsphotography
student of Mr. Foster's, I know his
getting-people-into-pictures concern to be genuine, so maybe I
shouldn't be drawing hasty conclusions. I also know how he feels
about placing ads on the front page
of a newspaper. But I wonder if he
isn't getting a bit carried away
with all this. After all, he might
have room for people in his
pictures, but he certainly doesn't
have room for them in his office or
darkroom, so cluttered are those
·two spaces.
Maybe he's just a little irked
that the Hoosiers are having such
a lousy basketball season.
DAVID PAYSON,
FORMER STUDENT,
RICHLAND

Health Ed.
not Sex Ed.
DEAR EDITOR,
As a Central Health Education
major I am often-times reminded
of the misconceptions as to what
health education is. Many folks
think of it as hygiene or sex
education. Others associate it with
physical education.
Health education is hygiene, and
it is sex education, and it is
physical education and it is much,
much more.
Health education is trying to
increase the likelihood that people
will make healthy decisions in the
course of their lives.
To do this, health educators
communicate health information to
the public and make it relevant to
their live's. They interpret medical
jargon into plain talk to create a
better understanding. Thus allowing the individual to make an
informed choice.
Health education covers a vast
variety of subjects which all in
some way affect your health.
These topics include accident prevention, environmental healtb,
mental health, nutrition and stress
management to name just a few.
Prevention is the key word.
Health education believes the public will benefit from having the
knowledge of how to avoid preven- table illness and injury. These
benefits will not only come in the
form of savings from medical costs
but also in a content feeling due
to a healthy condition.
I think people are becoming
more aware and concerned about
their health. But with all the
contradictory heaffh mtormauon

· presented in the media, how is one
to know what health practices to
follow?
Our state and local government
could provide a non-biased health
information service to establish
the validity of current health
trends.
People need to inform their
state and local governments that
they want health education. This
can be done by contacting state
and local officials. These people
are here for you as are the health
educators. It's up to you to make
health education available.
I am a strong believer in health
education and preventive medicine. I hope more people will
develop an awareness as to what
health education is and what it can
do for them.
ANITA NOLL

Recruibnent
Retention
keys
DEAR EDITOR:
.There are a lot of reasons why
people choose higher education as
a next step. The challenge of·
advanced training or studies, social and personal development and
career preparation rank as the
leading reasons. All of these
ultimately become the objectives
against which a student's progress
and achievements in higher education are measured. But-measured
by whom? Certainly, those who
hire college and university-trained
graduates must be considered an
extremely important measurement source, for they all symbolize
some key questions that relate
back to these very reasons and
objectives. Does a sehool and its
graduates provide what employers
are seeking when they hire personnel? What is the school's reputation for relevant and quality
training? With what regularity are
its graduates being placed into the
job position they prepared for?
It is reassuring to know that in
both reputation and placement, ·
Central and its gradutates are
scoring very high on these important questions.
REPUTATION
Recruiters who visit the campus
in search of graduating seniors
frequently remark to Dean Owens,
Director of Career Planning and
Placement, about Central's reputation for quality education. These
people flatly state that Central's
image for preparing students in
education, business and industry is
outstanding. There are four reasons given for this image. ,
First: Central has a good bal- ance in its academic programs.
There is .a high level of relevancy
among courses required for a
major. Excellent flexibility of courses for special fields of interest is a
continually mentioned strength.
Second: Central students, in
many majors, are receiving good .
field experiences before graduation.
Third: Central students are
well-prepared and ready to enter
the labor market.
Fourth: Central's student development programs (career planning, testing and counseling) contribute to career awareness and
improved individual preparation.
Dean Owens states, "Central's
graduates are finding that their
educational experience is second
to ·none." For example, students
graduating in general education,
special education, business, econ. omics, accounting, medical technology and industrial technology,
to name only a few fields, are

highly valued by employers.
may be wrong with the carburetor or afraid of being too controversi-.
PLACEMENT
on your car, or that avocado plant al, maybe you can tell us about it.
While it is too early to have with the brown spots on the If not, I would like my $5.17 back
placement statistics for 1977-78, leaves. You may find out what you that I invested in your paper.
we can with pride look back on want to know, but as a general
1976-77's successes.
rule I have found that the expert is LYNN K. HAMMOND
Last year's placement records rare and few of these people are
show that 82% of Central's gradu- giving it away.
Another great resource of this
ates in Business and 'fechnical
fields were placed. This percen- university is equipment. This intage is up substantially over the cludes a sophisticated array of
figures for 1975-76. In a follow-up wood and metal-working machsurvey, Dean Owens' staff learned ines, electronic equipment, a fouthat of the remaining 18%, 8.2% ' ndry, cameras and photographic
returned to school, 1.8% did not enlargers, potters wheels and
seek employment, 6.3% were still kilns, microscopes, tape recorders
seeking jobs and 1.8% did not and movie projectors, just to
mention some. This equipment is
respond to the survey.
Students who sought employ- of an assortment and quality DEAR EDITOR:
ment in Education in 1977 saw which few people could ever afford
-84% of their group employed (71 % _ to own, yet as students we all have
I am doing research on liquidin teaching, 13% in ·other work). A access to these and more.
protein diets and would be interesFor the all-important recreation- ted in talking to anyone who has
survey of the remaining 16%
·sliowed that 2.4% returned to al time we have a gymnasium and been on one. If you have, please
school, 10.9% were still seeking Student Union Building games call me (Shannon) at 925-2613
employment, 1.4% were not seek- room at our disposal. Open for all before noon or after 10 p.m.
ing employment and 1.2% failed to students at least five hours a
night, is the gym. Where else
respond to the survey.
SHANNON FLEMING
A number of factors contributed could you play tennis in January,
to last year's high placement rates. as well as have access to a pool,
Central's offering of relevant aca- basketball and handball courts,
demic programs, more teaching weight lifting equipment, an injobs being available, high qualifi- door jogging area and showers. In
cation level of graduating seniors this light, the pavilion has more to
and the special assistance the offer than most exclusive country
Career Planning and Placement ch~bs. It does lack a sauna, though.
Perhaps the greatest resource
Center offers Central's students
at Central is other students.
were all major contributors.
In the final analysis, this type of Where else but in a campus
success stands as clear evidence environment can you find such a DEAR EDITOR:
that Central students are doing high concentration of active and
What happened to the paper
very well. They are measuring up intelligent young people. When I
to the qualifications put before was living in a dormitory some this quarter? No photo front
them by others and are fulfilling years ago, I began to realize how pages, no amusing editorials, no
some of their leading purposes for valuable this is. If I was lonely or controversial editorials, no trash
bored, all I had to do was open my on the Art & Entertainment
pursuing higher education.
Central Washington University door to find someone to talk with, pages, no interesting news. Where
has a lot to offer the individual play basketball, football, Ping- are all those crazy people who
who is considering higher educa- Pong, listen to music or anything ~eally livened up the paper last
tion as a next step. We can be imaginable. I can think of few quarter? Who gives a bleeper
about the Gray Panthers in Eproud of that fact and we can all do comparable living situations.
La_stly, the cultural events sur- burg? That's Daily Record materiour part to make that word known.
rounding campus living should not al. It doesn't belong on the
be overlooked. At Central, the CAMPUS CRIER front page or
DUANE SKEEN,
charm
and benefits of small town anywhere else for that matter.
MEMBER OF THE
living are gracefully combined You seem to be catering to the
RECRUITMENT AND
with the cultural_ experiences administration on the Letters to
RETENTION COMMITTEE
found mostly in a large urban the Editor page. What the funk
are you doing? We, the students,
center.
There are films, dramatic per- are paying money out of our
formances on campus, big-name tuition for this new paper. There
bands as well as excellent single are more important things to· be
performers, other entertainers writing about. How about how the
Soccer Club keeps getting the
and social seminars.
In conclusion, I must say that shaft from the Athletics DepartCentral is not perfect, but where . ment? What about the twb thouelse can a person gain access to all sand dollars we students pay each
the aforementioned pursuits and year to come here and can't even
find them concentrated in the use the gym!
DEAR EDITOR:
same area. I feel that my $197
Come on you *** *** heads. I
I have heard a lot of talk lately tuition is well spent. This univer~ used to look forward to your newspaper every Th.ursday and I still
about the demoralized condition of sity is still a good buy.
, do, but only because I empty my
Central. I hear time and again
what Central lacks and how it used [NAME WITHHELD BY RE- trash on Thursdays and th~ Winter Quarter CRIER has certainly
to be better. It is not my purpose QUEST]
come
in handy for soaking up the
here to refute these assertions,
garbage in the bottom of the
but to point out some positive ·
container.
.qualities that I hope will help to
Thanks guys. Banality never
stave off this creeping negativism
had it so good.
I see in so many around me. These
positive qualities are all facets of
KEITH BALDRIDGE
what the university is to me...
the supreme resource. In order to
ANDERSON HALL
utilize this "wealth" the student
must be responsible for his own DEAR EDITOR,
education and not just "plod"
I was wondering why Robin
The Crier reserves
through some · 4-year program
Campo
no longer writes editorials
without real enthusiasm. Enthusin your paper. I, for one, enjoyed
iasm b~gets enthusiasm.
the right to accept
Perhaps the most obvious re- Robin's articles. It gave your
paper
some
spice
and
some
intersource is the library. This resource
or reject all
center is filled with magazines, est.
Your paper is not interesting
maps, . facts and fiction, music,
films, documents and records. It is anymore. You do not seem to have
letters to the
staffed by a group of people whose much of anything to say. Surely
sole purpose is to organize this something exciting happens on
editor.
information and help you find what this campus other than kissing
someone goodbye at the train
you want to know.
Of at least equal value are those station. Your paper reminds me an
It also reserves
university "employees" called pro- awful lot of Better Homes and .
fessors. These learned scholars Gardens magazine except they are
the right to edit
provide the basis of learning more interesting and controversial
in
their
writing.
stimulus and the answers to
I think many people would be
all letters.
· questions. They are paid because
they know. If the value of this is interested in the Robin Campo
not readily apparent, take a trip story. If you're not afraid of
downtown and try to find out what informing your paying customers

Liquid•
protein
diet

Good
banality
scored

Central's
• •
positive
factors
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as boring
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Dracula couldn't have done better
BY RICK KRAUS

On February 1, from 11 a.m.
until 3 p.m. a blood drawing was
held in the small ballroom in the
S.U.B.. One hundred & sixty-three
students donated blood during the

four-hour drawing and 164 units of
blood were drawn, beating the
day's quota of 160 units by four
units.
The blood donated at the drawing will be transferred to the
Columbia River Blood Center in

Yakima where it will be used to
supply the 14-member counties
with the 350-400 average weekly
unit requirement.
It takes at least 40 people to
conduct a drawing the size of the
one held at Ce-ntral. The February'

1 drawing, thanks to the help of of people turning out to donate
Dr. Gordon Jam es' Health Educa- blood.
The next drawing will be held
tion class and the efforts of Chuck
McClure (B.O.C.), student coordi- May 24 from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. in
nator for the blood drawing, was the S.U.B. small ballroom. Stumore than properly staffed with 24 dents planning to donate blood
local citizens, 12 professional ·should eat well at least two hours
people and 16 college students before donating and plan on 45 ~
volunteering to help with the minutes to an hour for their
six-hour duration of the drawing. donation. Only 10 minutes of this
McClure stated "We're very ap- time is actually spent on the table,
preciative of all the students who but there are forms to be filled out ~
and a minor physical, a side benefit
came to give blood."
Barbara Walker, assistant chief to the donor, is given. The last 10
nurse for the regional program, to 15 minutes is spent relaxing at
feels she has a "marvelous, job. I the snack bar. Students taking
get to meet such nice people antibiotics for acne, the main
because nice people do nice reason students are turned away
things." Sparks Hall must have the according to Nurse Walker, should
majority of "nice" people on cam- stay off the drug for at least 48
pus since they collected the $50 hours before donating. No one
dorm fund donation offered by the weighing under· 1ro --pounds -·wrrr
R.H.C. for the highest percentage be allowed to give blood.

Women's coalition meets
BY LIZ LANE

. When most people are asked to
give a word that would best
describe what the term feminist
means to them, words like pushy
and overly-aggressive, tend to pop
up in the course of the conversation, leaving one with an overall
negative picture about the current
feminist movement and feminists
themselves.
These negative words and
phrases used to describe feminists
are grossly unfair to them and to
what they represent, and in many
cases, these images exist only in
the minds of the person, not in the
feminist herself.
A local women's group is determined to change the negative
aspect of this current feminist
!mage_~ and show the positive and

true image of what a feminist
really is.
The Kittitas Women's Action
Coalition is a local group whose
primary objectives are to make
women more politically active and
a ware not only locally but nationally as well. They are also concerned
with the task of achieving equality
for all women in all areas of life,
ranging from economic to social.
To effectively achieve these
particular objectives, the organization has participated in a variety
of activities, ranging from staging
a local Yes! Referendum 40 campaign, to giving public and monetary support for the Equal Rights
Amendment Drive still going on in
other states.
The Coalition h-as mariy longrange goals in mind hoping to meet
the concerns of all women young

System429:

and old. For the campus women,
classes on Women's Rights and
other topics pertaining to women
are currently being discussed and
plans are being made to see if they
can be offered as university courses in the near future.
Another goal is the possible
sponsoring and management of a
Battered Women's Shelter in
town. for women and children who
are being abused by their husband
or boyfriend.
The Coalition meets once a
month in the Ellensburg Public
Library from 7:30-9 a.m. All men
and women concerned about the
advancement of women in today's
society are invited to attend and
become a member.
The next Coalition meeting is
February 14.

$429 plus tax; or, on approved
credit, $70.88 down, 24 monthly
payments of $18.13, at 12% annual
interest. Total deferred payment
price $506.
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- - - - - - S a v e five bucks-------

Wildcat express
t.o Seattle
Students wishing to travel to It is also necessary to have I.D.
and from Seattle and Issaquah on tags on small bags.
weekends will have things a little
A minimum of 26 passengers is
easier now due to a new bus needed in order for the Express to
service being started at Central. run. If a ticket is purchased before
The Wildcat Express will be a bus is cancelled, money will be
boarding at 3 p.m. and departing · refunded. If more than one bus can
at 3: 15 every Friday from the Tent be filled, . extra buses will be
and Tube Shop in the S. U .B. The added .
.bus will make connections with the
Tickets go on sale the Monday
Greyhound terminals in the re- preceeding the charter and remain
spective areas. The bus will depart on sale until the bus leaves on the
from Seattle Sunday evening at following Friday. Tickets for the
7:45 and from Issaquah at 8:20 and first charter go on sale February
arrive on campus at approximately and -are good only for that -week.
: 10: 15 Sunday night.
According to Tim Carter, A.S.C.
::Students- taking advantage of coordinator for the bus service,
the bus service will save $5 on the "We're going to see how it will go
Seattle fare and $3 on the Issaquah over this week and will, if we have
fare. The bus will also make good success, run two over the
connections for other buses going three-day weekend."
south to Tacoma and Olympia and
Reduced rates, guaranteed seatNorth to Everett and Bellingham ing and on-campus connections all
but the fares for these buses will serve to make the Wildcat Exremain the same.
press a very useful student ser· Baggage _ may be insured vice. Schedules and fare informa- '
through Greyhound with a three tion may be obtained at the S.U~B.
bag per passenger limit being set. Information Booth.

SONY®
Whatever your stereo needs, from a single compo~ent to
a whole system, we at STEREOCRAFT want you to be
. completely sati-s fied. We offer only systems with which we
ourselves would be happy~ We take great pleasure in helping you hear and understand the choices available to you,
and will will absolutely not try to sell you more size, power
or flexibility than you need.
• .,
The present system is a case in point. It's Advent Two
sp~akers are a beautiful combination of modest price and
tremendous sound. A Sony STR-2800 Receiver and B.I.C.
920 Automatic Turntable with Shure M75ECS cartridge
round out a stereo which many find totally satisfying; and,
so that you may change your mind, STEREOCRAFT will
·give you a total refund within 7 days of purchase if you wish
to return the whole thing.

So how can you go wrong? The very best stereo.
equipfilent, people you can trust and a week to live
with your purchase at no risk• •• you'll find them
all at STEREOCRAFT!

VISA

:•

~------------------

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl

962-2830

I

11

FEBRUARY 9th & 10th
3, 7, & 9:30 PM

$1.00
SUB THEATRE
PRESENTED BY MEISNER HALL IN COOPERATION WITH SWANK MOTION PICTURES INC.
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Circle K helps kids

Police

BY DICKIE WETHERHOLT

Beat
Campus police busted a kegger on the second flo~r of Moore Hall
at 11 p.m. last Friday night. A campus police officer hearing loud
noises from the second floor, investigated and discovered about 50
people celebrating the weekend. The officer walked up the stairs
to the second floor entrance and found the hallway door locked. A
sign on it stated, "keep this door closed~" In fulfillment of his
duties, the officer ignored the sign and entered the hallway, after a
s~ude~t let him ~n. After identifying himself and appraising the
s1tuat10n he confiscated the keg. The officer made no arrests, but
gav~ numerous warnings. The police turned the keg over to the
State Liquor Control Board.
.
A foosbaH table in Alford-Montgomery Hall is $10-$15 short as of
Sunday, because someone obtained a key to the machine and
helped themselves to the profits. The theft occurred, according to
Campus police, between 11:45 p.m. February 4 and February 5.
Police officials said the owner lost the key to the table and was
unaware of the loss until after the incident. The owner had
disabled the machine so it could not be used. The next day a
custodian found the keys outside the dorm and returned them to
the owner. Police officials said the keys ·could not be duplicated
since businesses don't duplicate college keys without approval of
the owner. "The keys could not have been duplicated unless the
thief had done it himself," officials said. The case is still under
investigation.
A letter addressed to Yakima Valey Community College was
stolen from the S.U.B. mail drop box Wednesday, police officials
said. The theft was reported at 10:45 a.m. Wednesday. Theft of
mail is a federal offense and campus police turned the matter over
to the Postal Authorities soon after receiving the complaint.
Further details have not been obtained.
The Hebeler Early Childhood Center may have to purchase a
new vacuum cleaner to replace one stolen last Wednesday. The
value of the vacuum, according to Police reports, is estimated at
$160. It has identification numbers 13210871 and C.W.U. 39984.
The vacuum, used in general cleaning, was last observed in early
December. The complaint,_ fil~d by the Program Assistant at
Hebeler_, is still under investlgation.

, The weekly meetings involve matched to the Big Brothers and
.inviting speakers from the Ellens- Big Sisters of the Circle K Club.
burg community and the campus The little brothers and sisters
to speak about some of its objec- (who are from disadvantaged fatives. A volunteer from the Red milies) are involved in a major
Cross recently talked about the project sponsored by the Circle K
services which their organization Club in a campout held every
offered. Sherie Chrysler from Cen- Spring Quarter~ Another program
tral's special education depart- involving the little brothers and
sisters is a Valentine party and
ment~ spoke about some of the new
programs offered in the special crafts demonstration scheduled for
February 13.
·
education field.
Other activities include a bake
The major emphasis of Circle K
deals with childr~n on an indivi- sale which is scheduled to be held
dual basis, supplied through Youth in the S.U.B. on February 28. A
Services. The "little brothers ancl district convention is also planned
sisters" are chosen by the Youth and will be hosted at the UniverServices and the names are sity of Idaho on April 21, 22 and 23.

Johnny has sonieone who cares,
unlike many fatherless or disadvantaged children; he has a place
to go; he has the Circle K Club.
The Circle K Club is a collegiate
organization affiliated with the
Ellensburg Noon Kiwanis and
connected with Youth Services of
Kittitas Valley.
Circle K is an internationallyknown club throughout the U.S.
and Canada. The Circle K Magazine is published five times a year..
Although approximately threefourths of the club's members are
majoring in education., it is not an
education club. Circle K provides
services to the campus, Ellensburg
community and anyone else in
need.
Among the services offered by
the Circle K Club is an organized
non-profit cleanup to help beautify
This year, Professor Heimbeck
the campus and the downtown
"The Hidden Self Pro and Con in
community. The cleanup is sched- Indian and European Thought" is is on professional leave preparing
uled for Februar.y 11.
the subject of a paper to be a manuscript dealing with the
The club operates around a presented by Professor Raeburne subject of the self. His paper is
theme chosen every two years. S. Heimbeck. Referring to his part of a larger work to which he
The 1977-1979 theme is entitled subject, Professor Heimbeck has devoted several years of
"Embrace Humanity" and includes notes, "That ~affling yet urgent study. The Department of Philosofive objectives. These objectives question 'Who am I?' turns many phy is pleased to bring to the
are: saving human life through · of us to philosophy. There; one attention of the University compublic safety; health services; intriguing suggestion points us munity some of the results of his
association with the lonely; pro- toward a dimension of ourselves scholarship.
The colloquium will be held at
tection of natural resources and that defies detection! My examinarecognizing a human life dedicated tion of what can be said for and 7:30, Wednesday evening, Februto serving mankind. Protection of against the exotic belief in a ary 15, in the Language and
natural resources will be accom- Hidden Self with the Upanishads, Literature Building's Lounge. Fol- ·
plished through a campout spon- Therevada Buddhism, Husserl and lowing Professor Heimbeck's forsored by Circle K . in connection Sartre with my own concluding mal presentatioh, there will be an
·· opportunity for discussion . .
with Youth Services.
commentary."

Professor gives paper

-:~CIEnT~~~1~1SEnD-OFF!

Big Foot is not a "Peeping Tom" at Central, though foot prints
may indicate he is, said Campus Police officials. A Peeping Tom
complaint was registered by residents of G Section in Student
Village. According to officials, someone saw foot prints in the snow
underneath a window and thought there might be a Peeping Tom
in the area. An officer investigating the case could not find any
substantial evidence verifying the complaint. A Police official said
that when footprints are as old as these, (reports stated four·
days), they tend to expand and appear to be larger than life. Police
believe some~ne other than a Peeping Tom, caused the footprints,
but are keepmg an eye on the area anyway.

Very come~tttively priced programmable
scientific 9J.f9y1ator w/continuous memory
capability, 9~~ting computer-like features;
programmable. up to 128 (fully-merged) steps
with .12 mem9ry r{:'gisters which can be protected nearly otje year w/2 dry batteries; comes
complete w/softjinyt .carrying case, rechargeable
Ni-Cad batteries and. AC adapter/charger.
/<
Suggested retail $89~9$/\
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Other complaints to the Campus Police from January 31,
through February 7, include: a hit and run case still being
investigated, an auto accident turned over to civil actfon and a~
threatening letter found on the door of an Anderson Hall resident.
The police gave p 0 stal authorities the case for further
investigation. A vehicle prowl case resulting in a $140 loss for the
'Owner, is also being investigated.
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OVER THE TOP-Mary Jane Bellanlch topp'd a hlll during the sled ~ces In Easton.

Spectacular scenery engulfed the "mushers" who attended the annual event.
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RELAXING-Cortney Ide took a break before his tum In the thr...mlle race. He won the
competition.

'Mus hers' meet in Easton
Northwest "mushers" met this weekend in Easton for
the annual sled d.og races.
The racers are all-ages.and they come from small towns
and large cities. "I started running when I was five years
old," explained Jennifer Stevens. Eight years later she is
still racing her dogs.
Race courses are determined by the number of dogs
pulling a sled. If one dog is pulling the sled, the ~ ·ourse is one
TIRED-Chuck Milholland was exhausted after finishing a grueling
three-mile race. His 55-pound Malemute won the weight-pulling contest
by moving 500 pounds, 15 feet In fust three seconds.

mile, two dogs race a two mile, etc. In addition, there are
special categories for weight pulling.

Most of the people

entered were members of the Northwest Sled Dog
Association or The Snow King Alaskan Malemute Fanciers.
''It's a lot of fun,'' Chuck Milholland said with a·smile.
"My wife and I enioy it."
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Classic films are shovvn on Sundays
BY MARK LEGGETT

This winter quarter the Department of English and the A.S.C. are
sponsoring a series of classic
foreign and American films.
These films differ from "movies"
in that they deliver something
more than sheer entertainment.
They are generally Neo-realist
statements of the human condition
and express ideas about war, misplaced love, betrayal and devotion.
They were chosen primarily on the
basis of content, director and
nationality, as well as avaµability
and affordability.
- English Department Chairman
Ur. Canedo, feels that, "Universities should introduce students to
the finest that culture can pro. duce. We should provide students
with the best that has been
thought and said in art, literature,
music and film." This is what the
classic film series is all about.
The films, and the course offer-

ed in conjunction with the series,
an experimental program designed to expose students, public and
faculty members to some of "the
best that has been thought and
said through filll)."
In conju~ction with th.e films,
the English department is offering
a 3-credit course "Introduction to
Classic Films", English 298. The
course is being taught by Profesror Richard Johnson. According to
Johnson, "Introduction to Classic
Films" is an experimental developmental course to feel out student
mteresf-arid . "encourage a film
audience. We treat the film as fine
art". In addition to attending all
eight films, the class will view
films in the library, read Development of Film by Alan Castz,
submit five written critiques and
take a final written exam. All
grades will be S. or U. Also, there
is a $10 lab fee. If the program is
reasonably successful, it will be
continued.
The remaining films are:

FEBRUARY 5: Carol Reed's ODD contempt. Eventually the strongMAN OUT contrasts the strength man comes to love her as well but
of devotion and the weakness of . s.he dies of a broken heart.
betrayal. A wounded man on the B. & W., ITALY.
run confronts a host of potential FEBRUARY 26: One of the
rescuers and traitors ready to sell strongest anti-war films from J ahim to the highest bidder-his pan, THE BURMESE HARP was
friends or the police. Reed's tech- Kon Ichikawa's first international
nical mastery controls the sus- success. It explores the question of
pense in pulse-beating doses and invividual and collective responsidraws the viewer inexorably into bility for the hqrrors of war while
the world of a man running from finding a melancholy beauty even
death.
in the bleakest of circumstances.
B. & W., GREAT BRITAIN, 115 THE BURMESE HARP is also one
~inutes.
of the most beautifully photoFEBRUARY 1~: Frederico Fel- graphed of Ichikawa's films.
.linis film LA STRADA is justifia- B. & W., JAPAN, 116 minutes.
bly considered one of the landMARCH 5: THE GOLD RUSH is
m~rk films of all time. It is about a considered by most to be the best
young woman who because of her film featuring Charles Chaplin and
family's poverty, is sent on the the silent screen's finest comedy.
road with a traveling sideshow. It is the .bittersweet tale o.f the
She is an impressionable person Little Tramp's misplaced love in
who falls in love with the circus the days of the Klondike Gold
strongman who treats - her with Rush. Made from · a 35mm print,
I

I

·;l ·\ \
·\

this is the complete, original
version, with a new music score
recently added.
B. & W., UNITED STATES, 85
miriutes.
MARCH 12: Francois Truffaut's
first feature film, THE 400
BLOWS. First and foremost ·of the
New Wave masterpieces is this
moving story of a young boy
turned outcast. Not loved at home
or wanted at school, he sinks into a
private and fugitive existence that
leads to reform school. Actually
the_ autobiography of Truffaut's
childhood, THE 400 BLOWS has
now been re-edited by him into a
new and never-before-seen version.
B. & W., FRANCE, 98 minutes.
All films will be shown in Hertz
Recital Hall at 7 p.m. on Sunday
nights. Admissio'ir is 50t and free
coffee is available. A.TI those interested are urged to attend.

Jody Daigneault

job of making the play believable
as possible and also entertaining.
Those opening night bloopers I
mentioned ear.lier were out in full
force, and all the actors (director
Ken Kron as well) did an excellent
job on staying on top of all the
"bugs." Case in point: a crucial
element of the first scene involves
the discussion of and the subsequent opening of a locked door
adjoining the lovers' apartmentsso what happens about a minute
before they .go to pry open . the
door? ... of course the door accidentiy- pops open. Fortunately, the ·
door was closed in time for the
actors to pull the scene off without
a hitch. It's that kind of situation
that separates the good actors
from the bad ones, and I haven't
seen a bad play here at Central in
two years.

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
l 0,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND

sr.oa

FOR YOUR 220-PAGE
MAIL ORDER CA TA LOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90025
(213) 477-1474

SPECIAL . NOTE: ANYONE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ALLOTING
FUNDS TO STUDENT PLAYS,
(and you know who you are): STuDENT PLAYS DESERVE
MORE FINANCIAL BACKING
THAN THEY ARE CURRENTLY
GETTING. CENTRAL HAS
SOME OF THE FINEST TA·
LENT IT HAS EVER HAD.
LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY.
COUGH UP SOME BUCKS.

AIR FORCE ALWAYS
NEEDS MORE LEADERS.
<:~ ,

from Cluett
We're looking for pilots . navigators ... missilemen . engineers . . math
majors ... people managers ... doctors ... scientists ... journalists ... and more.
And the Air Force ROTC program is a great way to get into a job like one of these
which can help' vou improve your leadership ability and your professional compe·
tence.
As a commissioned officer in the Air Force. you can be proud of the role you
play in your community and the contribution you make to your countri/s security.
You can know that you're doing a job of importance, a job with responsibility.
The Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you achieve these goals . As
an AFROTC cadet, you11 learn about leadership, management, and more. You'll
learn about benefits of being an officer later on , like an excellent salary. medical
and dental care. housing and food allowances. and 30 days of paid vacation each
year. You11 discover a whole new world open to you in the Air Force . And you can
get there through AFROTC.
Look into.it right away . You11 be glad you did .

Fashion Shirts to top off
your Brittania Fashion Jeans
At

CONTACT MAJOR GRAY at 963-2314

.
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ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Arts & Entertainment
Automania

A commentary on .cars

lody_ Daigneault

of a large number· of facel~ss men.
· Th'ese men are all wearing bowler
This month until February 10, hats and , seem similar to those
Ron Adam's work is appearing in portrayed in the works of Rene
the Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery in Magritte. ·
· Randall Hall. His show eptitled. - This d~awing is interesting in its :
Automania includes suits, · cases,· use Qf textures. In the drawing,
quilts and mixed media drawings. flat grays and blacks are contras- .
He looks at the role cars play in ted with a three-dimensional car.
society.
· ·
The images of tire treads js also·
Hitch Hiker's Security Blanket ' seen racing across the .composiis a quilt done in cotton duck,,The tio,n. In this piece, Ron is shown,
colors used are- off-white and with a car grille imprinted on his
orange. The orange is used in a face and headlights where his eyes
checkerboard· motif.
would no~mally appear.
Tire Test Case is a playful use of
In the· Case Against Cars, Ron
mixed materials. 'The case itself is uses a clever pun; because all the
made of stitched fa.bric with photo- pieces are in the case. Gas Price
graphs inserted in fabric covers. Wars; one of the articles .in the
There is also a sheet of photo- case, shows V olkswagons swayirig
graphs showing someone wearing in the breeze o~ strings.!.. . __ -~ ·-the pedestrian clothing on display.
Jn· Tire Prints; one composition
Night , Walker - is a two-piece
shows a photograph of tires with a
ensemble for the pedestrfan who
.frame of sewn tire treads. The
travels at night on the highways
other composition, Tired Treads,
and byways of this country. The
shows the imprint of tires ,in the
largest part of this ensemble
consists of a robe with orange sand.
Matching Game. shows the relareflectors and orange zigzag designs. As accessories, it has a hat tionship between our economy and ·
resembling a jockey's but with a gaso~ine. Eight pockets , full of
symbols are shown' and the viewer
tuft on top;
·For the well-dressed male pe- is asked tp match them up.with.the ,
destr.ian, Ron has created a three- words.
piece ensemble. The· top is a
quilted vest with red, orange and
silver reflectors. The pants have a
casual style with side pockets
containing small light reflectors.
These suits may be fill;e for
winter, but for warmer weather.
·Ron has the Summer Suit. This
ensemble consists of a light-weight
black eape, vinyl helmet, sandals.
and quilted shorts. These outfits
look very futuristic in their design.
Perhaps they forecast a coming
trend in clothing. .
In the piece entitled Sell and
Others, ~n shows himself in front
BY ANN SCHWIETERT

,~ It'sA Happenin'
Central's concert oft.he. year occurred last week and was 'it a
mind blower. "What concett?''., you're probably asking yourself.
"I didn't hear about any concert~... come- on, JOdy, what kind of
weird trip are your trying to lay on me now?" All right, mellow out
for a minute and I'll tell you what concert. Kreskin. "What do you
mean Kreskin?" you say. Surtr. Kreskin. He told m~ so himself. A
"concert of the mind", he told me after his performance. He also
said "It's A Happenin'," but he must have been either reading, my
mind or my .column to come up with that one. . Kreskin -di~ everything from providing intense suggestibility
. levels (he_does not hypnotize people, you know) in order to make
people do his bidding, to probing peoples' thoughts (he also does
not read minds). I thought one poor fellow in particular was·going
to come apart at the seams when Kreskin "suggested" that he·-flail
his hands i;n .front of him a~d bounce his leg up and down in an
, uncontrollable manner, and how about the poor guy who couldn't
remember his name thanks to. Kreskin. It seemed like a classic
·
identity crisis to me.
Kreskin (we're on a first, or ~sit last name, basis) pulled·off some
of the most bizarre events that I've ever seen in my life. I'm not
going to try to provide an explanation of how he does the things he
does, because that and a qime will almost get me a cup of coffee.
Now, I can relate to Kreskin's own explanations of how he does his
thing; you know, all that stuff about how he has merely refined
some skills and senses that most of us have to a certain d~gree, but
when he took those three solid rings .from three participants'
fingers and joined those rin,gs together like a chain...I'll be theJast
one to ever offer up an e?Cplanation of .how he does' that.
Call him a ·fake if you like, but I think that the one thousand
.
people at the concert will differ with you.

***

Soul-funk-disco came into town last week and called itself
Broham. Broham has distinguished itself from most other blinds of
similar style by showing a healthy amount of musical expertise and
getting into their music as opposed to merely jiving around and
trying to imitate five-year-old Soul Train reruns. The eight-member band was instrumentally versatile, had good smooth vocals
and an overall tight clean sound; and getting those desired effects
are not that easy with eight people.

Hawkins conducts workshop
BY MARK LEGGETT

On February 8~11 the American
Theatre Association will present
the annual ·N orthwest Drama Conference · and American College
Theatre Festival in Spokane. This
four-day event will feature meetings, workshops and plays from
both Northwest colleges and community drama groups. Profession-.
als will discuss fighting, improvisaion and design, ·as well as problems
and solutions. Some, of the topics
scheduled for workshops are "A
New Model of t he Universe" by
G.erald McCaughey, University of
Alberta; "Bio- Mecha nics" ·by
Julian Schembri, Cornish Institute
of Allied Arts; "Technical Theatre
Techniques" by Duncan MacKenzie, Oregon Shakespearean Festival and "Masques and Movement" by Jiin Hawkins, Central.
Professor Hawkins, who is regional governor of the Children's
Theatre Association, will conduct
a series of four workshops. The
first three will be workshops in the
making and use of masks and their
use with movement. The fourth
workshop will deal with directing
puppet theater for adults. According to Hawkins, puppets are usecl
in Europe .and in most countries
throughout the world as an effective medium for social and political
satire. The U.S. is one of the few
countries of the world which
restricts its use of puppet t heater
to children's entertainment. Professor Hawkins feels t hat puppets
are a somewhat neglected medium, and his workshop will eneour:

age the use of puppetry in adult
theater.
As a · specialist, Hawkins · says
children's theater is of two types.
The first, more common type, is
pure entertainment of the story.

telling variety throogh the use of
puppet or human dramatization.
A second type involves children as
actors and encourages their development through dramatic experiance.

Examples of the words used are:
technology, m'a rket value, pro·
ducts, transportatiQn alternates,
nostalgia, oil depletion a~d psychological factors. The viewer matches thes~ with symbols like: gas,
machines, government allowances, ·
oil, ego problems, price fixing and
crediL
In Caution Quilt bright orange
circles are intermixed with or~nge .
and silver refi~ctors. This is an
interesting combination of· paint,
cloth and metal. .This piece is a
sewn eollage.
Gas Quilt uses a vinyl gas can as
its focal point. But the gas cari does
have a -normal metal .top. Ron
seems to taking a tongue -in~cheek
look at people and cars. lle .uses an
approach which is both nostalgic
and modern,_ He contrasts photgraphs of the past with images of
today. He appears to be making· a
social comment about how we are
-car culti~ts.
1

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do theses, term papers,
course. work, tables, charts, etc.
Call: 925-1727. Ask for Gail.

·; Paperback .books, .~ew and used.
Imported teas an<jl coffees.
Gifts, car.ds,prints & handicrafted items
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Peaceful Valley Co-op opens again
BY KEN MUNSELL

The Peaceful Valley Co-Op, a.
food co-operative serving the
people of the Kittitas Valley will
reopen after a long period of
inactivity on February 16th in a
new store located in -the --Plaza,
across 8th Ave. from Lind Hall.
The co-op will now be located at
704 East 8th at the former site of
J. & J. J-ewelers.
At firs£, the co-op will restrict
its inventory to staple foods, but
later will try and stock other types
of items of interest to its clientele.
these staples will consist of bulk
grains, legumes (various types of
beans) nuts, honey, fruits and oils.
There will also be different types
of dairy products including
cheeses and yogurt.
Most of these items will be
supplied by two firms which
supply co-ops throughout the
Northwest, Community Produce
of Seattle and Co-operating Community Grains.
These firms will deliver every
Tuesday and most of the foods will
be put on the shelves by Wednesday.
M~mbership in the Peaceful
Valley Co-Op will cost :t;5 every

,~~

month. Members ~an either pay
or put in five hours of work for the
co-op each month in lieu of dues.
Anybody is welcome to buy at the
store. It is not restricted to
members, but members will pay
less for their food.
The mark-up on food items will
be 25% for members and 45% for
non-members.
The co-op is a
non-profit organization, and all of
the money made from sales will be
used to pay rent, buy equipment
needed at the store and to expand
the number of items available at
the store.
Items bulk-ordered and pre-paid
by patrons of the co-op will cost
less than food bought at the store.
Linda Lee Tatro, a member of'
the Peaceful Valley Co-Op's board
of directors, said "Right now we
will have a fairly small inventory
of staples and later we will
expand. We hope to appeal to a
. wider range of cu~tom~r-s than we
did at our last location. We are
trying to appeal primarily to
middle class housewives, college
students, the elderly and people
with low incomes." She ·said that
prices will be less than at the
supermarket. ·
Tatro says that "The idea is that

. . Don Caughey

t~·~ t·

~. ~

~~

Keep the Faith

What happens to religious faith in college? Of course much
depends on whose faith is involved. For some, college is the time
when they stop going to church and learn that there are other
ways of looking at the world than the religion they had learned in
childhood. For others it is a time when they find a faith, ~nd for
most it is a time when some shifts occur, but basic allegiances to
church or non-church remain essentially unchanged. But college
education and change go together, and it would be peculiar if
:religious faith were not part of the proces_s of change.
One of the fundamental changes for those who are moving away
from home tor the tll'st time· is the ~:>Sumption that a person in
college is responsible for his or her decisions. This involves both
matters of lifestyle and thouJrht. Even if authority has been
accepted previously, now iCmusfbe tested to be affirmed, rejected
or altered. Central tries to assist the development of "responsible
freedom" in recognition of the fact that people here are not
childre.n and that the school is not their parents. At the same time,
it is clear 'that responsibility does not come automatically from ··
freedom o~ even from good intentions. Ideally, the "irresponsibility" symbolized by first-quarter Freshman life and the
inevitable deficiencies in every area of campus life are times of
learning from failure. Hopefully the time of testing is a creative
exploration, not merely the iconoclastic shattering of illusions.
Connected with exploration is the assimilation of discovery.
Some old truths stand the test and emerge with new validity.
Others fall and are replaced by new truths freshly encountered.
_For every individual, what is affirmed, rejected and altered varies.
Like all growth experiences the process is both painful and joyful.
Ideally it is knowing the truth and being set free by the truth.
Humanly it is the discovery that there are many truths, that one's
own truths are not obviously valid, to others and that doubt and
uncertainty persist. The anxiety of change causes us to condemn
what we were and fear what we might become.
Learning to be comfortable with the differences we encounter in
others requires being at home with ourselves, with our lifesyles
and our values. This does not mean accepting and tolerating every
thing, but it does mean that we admit our own needs and allow for
the needs of others. It means seeing change as a welcome part of
being alive and not as a threat to value.
What happens to religious faith in college? It grows as you grow,
or it becomes an anachronism. For some it is a habit which does
not conform to their real values. For others it is discarded as
childish because adult faith seems impossible. Some find it a new
way of seeing themselves and the world and others find new ways
of affirming an old faith. The real question is, will it keep growing.

Putting this face
in your future.
\'o.u r Fidelity Union Field Assodate can help plan your financial
future with College Master. Col-

Jl..,,,,,,,_,
~
t\~l ~:,,,.J.f~'-~,

Rick Sas a k i
962-9292

lege Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance for college
seniors. Let him tell you why.

~idetity u~ion

ca11 the
.conege
Master Freid Associate m your
area:
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COOPERATIVE EFFORT-The Peaceful Valley Co·op
members pool together to prepare for the opening

there is no boss in the organization
and everyone must CQ-operate."
The co-op is governed by a
six-member board of directors.
All are volunteers. They include:
Pam Zupan, Bob Traff, Linda Lee
Tatro, Richard Denner and Joyce
Schowalter.
. The co-op needs workers badly.
Tatro said that interested students who want college credit for
bookkeeping, merchandising and
other areas related to business
administration should try and
develop a work/study arrangement to work at the co-op. All
interested students are welcome.
The idea of the Peaceful Valley
Co-Op was developed by a handful
of people from the Kittitas Valley
in the Fall of 1975. Tatro said that
"A handful of people dissatisfied
with the profiteering of the food
distribution system and the lack of
alternatives to it in Ellensburg
arrived at the idea for a food
co-operative."
After months of preparation,
the Peaceful Valley Co-Op opened
for business in June of 1976.
It operated for one year at its
original location in the Davidson
Building in downtown Ellensburg.
The Kittitas County Action
Council (K.C.A.C.) gave the co-op
a grant of $800 in the Spring of
1977. The grant took the form of
six-month memberships for low
income residents of the are~.
The co-op had little chance to
honor these grants because it was
forced to close its shop because of
the remodeling of the Davidson
Building. The co-op was one of
many shops that had to move
because of the renovation.
- Tatro ·says that the co-op will
now _be Jn a position to honor the
membership grants given by the

of their health food store.

K.C.A.C. and she said that it is
possible that other grants will be
given in cases where the original
recipients have moved or do not 1
intend to use the memberships.
After the co-op moved out of the
Davidson Building, it tried to
operate from a warehouse in an
area with light industrial ioning
which prevented it from operating
a store.
After unsuccessfully
trying to change the zoning to
allow retail operatio~s and an

unsuccessful attempt to operate as
a buying club where members sent
in orders for food, the co-op
decided to disband until suitable
arrangements could be found.
The co-op sold its stock and put
the money in the bank to await
further developments. Now, in its
new location, the Peaceful Valley
Co-Op will again open for business.
Members are now fixing the
new shop and preparing for the
opening on February 9.

Men's
Western
Shirts

20%
off

Mills Saddle'n Togs
4th & Main

Webster's
Fri. & Sat.

962.-2312

Tenderloin :F ilet &
Tiger Shrimp
Includes glass of Liebframilch,
salad. bar, baked potatoe or
seafood rice, drawn butter,

$595
Also : Try Our Boneless
Filet of Chick·e n Breast

·~·
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$225
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In The Plaza

WEBSTER'S

Restaurant
Smoke House &
Brand Room
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Health is a state of complete physical, mental. arid social
well-being and no~ merely the absence of disease or infirmity.
(The World Health Organization definition.)
Optimal health, or well-1,>eing, cannot be attained without ~~~
adequate exercise and nutrition. A deficiency of one or more of the I
essential' nutrients can resuit in diseases of many varieties. Most ~;~~
nutritional ~eficienc!-caused 9-iseases canoe corrected when all or.
~he essential nutrients are supplied to the body, although
irreparable d~1!1ag~ may be caused in instances of severe or ~~
prol?nged defi~1en~i~s. Every effort s~oul~ therefore be made to I
atta~n and maintam . an adequate daily mtake of. all necessary
nutrients, throughout one's life.
I
Thus, proper nutrition, being the relationship of foods to the
health of the body, can only be attained through the consumption I
of an adequate b~1an~e of ~u essential nutrients: proteins. fats,
carbohydrates, VItamms, minerals and water.
·
I
The actual food one receives their daily nutrient requirements
from should be chosen for their being of ·the highest possible ~~
quality. That quality, or the food's nutrient content, is influenced j
by .the ways in which the food· is processed, stored a~d prepared; ~~~
also, by .the nutrient content of_the soil in which it is grown. Organically-grown foods-(foods ·grow:n without pesticides, ~~·
chemical fertilizer~'. a~.d minus ~he ~ppli~t~on of. preserva~ives, -.hormones and antibiotics and raised m soil m which the mmeral g:
content has been increased with applications of animal, plant and I
natural mineral fertilizers~ are .the: highest ~uality foods available. ~)
One also .runs a -lessor risk of accumulating stores of chemical
residues in one's body.
~
For a farm~r's produce to be certified "organicaJJy-grown", he I
must have his soil and produce tested for chemical residues,
annually, by a re~onal organic farmer's organization-such as the I
Northwest Organic Food Producers.
I
To further achieve ·optinial health, raw plant foods should be
·chosen over cooked plant foods. The consumption of raw plant I
foods 'increases the micro-electric tension in cell tissue, ' which ;;'
improves cell oxygenation,' stimulates cell metabolism, increases
the cell's resistance to aging and speeds the process of cell ~i
renewal.
·
.
i
As few different types of foods as possible should be eaten at; ~~
each meal, as ea~h requires a different diS'._e~~_!~e e_l)zyme . For· ~
example, raw fruits and raw vegetables should never be eaten K~:
together as each requires a totally different enzyme combination
for thorough and effective digestion.
~;~~
Protein-rich foods should be consumed prior to carbohydrate- ~
rich foods, as ~ydrochloric acid is secreted to digest proteins and
~rbohydrate-rich foods do not stimulate hydrochloric acid ~~,,
secretion. Thus, those proteins consumed following carbohydrates
will be insufficiently digested, thereby being inadequately utilized. ~'.t
Foods to be avoided are those containing artificial preservatives j
and other non-nutritious additives, such as: artificial flavorings, t~i
anti-foaming agents, artificial flavor enhancers, diluters, artificial i
colorings, inhibitors, stabilizers, extenders, emulsifiers, retard- -~:~
ants, bleaching agents, antioxidants, artificial sweeteners and any ~
other possibly carcinogenic chemical "wonders".
~l
Als~>, any refined food products should be steered clear of, such ~
as :efined sugars and flours. "EJ!riched", bleached or unbleached, J~
,white, wheat flour is minus 65-75% of the vitamins and minerals I
found in unrefined, natural wliole wheat flour; it contains no ~l~
Vitamin E, no naturally-o~cur~ing vegetable .oils, no proteins and
only 3.4 of the 12+ B v1tamms and few mmerals.
;~
Because vitamins are ~ynergis~ic. in their chemical actions and '
th~y ar~. natura~y-assoc1ated with enzymes, catalysts or other
umdentifled nutrient~. ~he reID:oval of the associated vitamins may ~'.!~
cause deficiencies in the body.
j
To intelligently and successfully pursue optimal health, one
must become educated to the rationale of proper nutrition.
i
As Hippocrates, the' Father of Medicine, said, "Our food must be

I
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Social hour provides forum
B):' DAVID ADAMS
,A.bout 50 students crowded into
!he Dean of Student Developm.e nt's office last Thursday afterno~n and voiced their concerns,
problems and ideals. They told
what they thought was wrong
with Central and what was right.
Many of them got answers; some
didn't, but everyone asked questions.
What may have looked like a
student take over, so prevalent in
the late 60's, was actually the
result- of a formal invitation. The
invitation was :sent by the Dean of
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percentage group, but to the
invitation as well.
"A formal invitation helped to
mak~ the Wilson people feel
·wanted," said Richard Meier,
assistant director of Residence
Living. "Most general invitations
people tend to pass off, where a
formal invitation reaches them."
At the Thursday meeting,
students discovered why certain
departments were organized as
they were and department heads
heard what students thought
about certain classes. Two students who had never seen .
President Brooks before got to
meet him.
Everyone agreed if the next
social hour· is as successful as last
Thursday's, then a much-needed
level of communication would be
reached.
As local businessman Doug
Rehaume put it, "This is a good
idea. young people have to have
exposure to know what's going on
and this is certainly one good

I
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After hearing these concerns, ~·s
Dr. Guy began contacting faculty - ~
members, administrators and local i
business people. H· compiled a list ~
of who would be at the social hour, fro.m what department, or area of §
work they were from and their
special interests.
·
Some of the names on that list I
included: Jimmie Applegate, spe- 4
cial assistant to the president; Tony Canedo, chairman of the ~~
English department; Doug Rehaume, from Community Savings
and Loan and the Chamber of ~
Commerce and James Brooks,
president of Central.
-~~~
This list was sent with a formal
invitation to the residents of t1
Wilson Hall. According to Kilmek, I
about 50 out of the total of 70 ~
residents attended. The high turn- '
f::

Student Development, Don Guy.
The purpose of the social hour
was to allow students to meet and
express their feelings to administrators, faculty members and
members of the local business
community. This idea came from a
Wilson Hall weekly meeting.
·"In the meeting, which Dr. Guy
attended, residents expres.sed
concerns that sometimes students
graduate and never know the
Dean of Students, English department chairman or even the
:President of the University," said
John Kilmek, dorm manager of
Wilson Hall.
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<Juesday 'Jeb. 14

925-2222 .

925-1111

WE DELIVER
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
Jan. 29-Fe&. 5
Tom 127386 .
128457
Ken
Will 127396
Linda 128464
Joe
128441
127428
Dan
Kim 127754
128285
Gail
Jeff 128262
Leslie 126956
Jim
Julie
Eldon
Toni
Graig

128450
128446
128388
127458
127448

Jane
John
Laurie
Steve
Bob

126771
126853
126937
126754
129338

Blaine
· Brian
Paul
Scott
Guy

126987
127436
127417
127404
129381

Jackson
Dave
Greg
Tom
Gail

129318
129424
127496
129444
129357

THE BEST IN BEER

•

CASE Ya CASE

AC~~

CHti~dhcr_g KEG sorrus $ 5.71 $ 2 .8 5 $ ~1.s 2
SCHLITZ CANS $
f ~
An... MAl.T LIQUORCANS 6 .4 2 ~$ 3 .3 3 $ 1 .6 7
1

' SCHLITZ LIGHr CANS .

~

dlftG

CANS

+-$~4-.9_9.,_._...$2-.~6'°"°"2""°"$~1-.4~2......r

CANS

56.42 $3.33 $1.6 7

so;:~! ~$6.42

$3.33 $1.67
~~IMP-ORTED ts14.75 $7.61. $3.81
CANS $6.420$3.33< $1.67 ;
1
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M

M

M
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Counseling Center will assist students
BY ROB LINDMAN

UNCOVERING STUDENTS' INTERESTS AND APTITUDES-The Counse11ng and Student Development
Cent~r . gives advice and provides resourcet to '
students who are lfYlng to decide a mafor or field
study. The Development Center provides a · fob

of

placement service.

.

Many resources are available to
students who are tryini to decide
a major field of study and how fo
gain employment in that field.
The Counseling · and Student
Dev~lopment Center at the Sue
Lombard Annex is designed to
assist students in uncovering their
vocational interests anc aptitudes,
along with other counseling services.
With a job or field in mind, a
student can find what qualifications are required at the Career
Planning and Piacement Center in
Barge Hall, room 105.
. The career library at the placement center contains information
on salaries, occupational outlooks,
overseas employment, business
and school district information and
more.
Business majors and students
interested in business may find
information covering companies
and corporations in Moody's Industrial Manual.
The manual includes the history
of the company, its products,
subsidiaries, revenues, stocks and
a listing of management.
Annual company reports, and
the Standard and Poors Index give
more detailed information on
.stocks and recent developments.
It's important to gather as much
information about·the compa:ny or
organization that excites a student's interest before the. job
·interview.
_
This shows the interviewer that
the applicant is truly interested in
the company or organization.
The next step is developing a
cover letter (letter of interest in
the job) and resume.
The Career Planning and Placement Center. helps students in
t hese areas.

The center provides forms to
help develop the student's own
personal credentials file.
The placement center urges all
juniors and seniors to set ·up an
appointment with Dean Owens or
Don Detre. They can help you
compile a personal credentials file.
The nice thing about having one
is that all the ·information about
oneself rs in one place.
This means that wherever one is
in the U.S., a student or alumni
may contact the placement center
and have their file sent to the
prospective employer.
Sometimes a credentials file
isn't enough and the organization
may want the applicant to complete an application form.
If a student feels that some of
the questions niay cast an unfavorable light upon them, they do not
have to be answered.
. For example, any inquiry relating to an arrest record is unla,wful,
except in the case . of a law
enforcement agency.
. . It's also unfair to ask if an
applicant is married, single, . di- .
vorced, separated, widowed, etc.
Information on pre-employment
screening may be obtained by
writing the Washington State
Human Rights Commission at:
Evergreen Plaza Building, on Capitol Way at 7th Avenue, Olympia,
Wa., 98504.
When an interview is lined up,
it's best first to imagine oneself in
the interviewer's place, w9rking
for the desired company, and
asking the· questions-like what
needs to .be known about the
applicant?
The applicant should take cues
from the interviewer and be ready
for at least one surprise question.
Some interviewers like to start
with, "What can I do for you?" or
"Tell me about yourself." or "Why

are you interested in this company?"
If the applicant is prepared on
the background of the company
and knows his interests, he
shouldn't have any problems.
Be intelligent and informative
without boasting or telling your
troubles.
In the last ana.lysis each person
will have to sell himself, and
should speak in terms of the
benefits he can provide for the
company or organization.
The interviewer may have indicated his interest. . Wait a week
and then write a brief note to
remind the recruiter of the talk..
Express appreciation for the
time given, and explain in as few
words as possible a continuing
interest.
·
This reminder may provide a
favorable response.
.
If not hired, the important thing
is: remember to keep trying.

AWard presente
·
d·
· A pat on the back and a pizza pie
in the face goes to local restaurateur and part-time professor, John
Frazzini, for enlivening recent
Wildcat basketball games. Impeccably dressed in white pajamas,
Frazzinl has been spotted tromping around Nicholson Pavilion with
the numerals 0 00" inscribed on his
back below his self-proclaimed
nickname, "The Italian Stallion."

.*********

What does ·Bill Walton have in
common with Hindus, Hare Krishnas and Seventh-Day Adventists?
Walton, who led the J'ortland
Trailblazers to the N.B.A. championship last year is a vegetarian,
like members of the aforemention.ed groups.
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A.S.C.

Spring Quarter Elections
Become a Part of your community

GET INVOLVED-

~

..
:

t

~

~ . .... . . . ..................................................................................
.
.
Positions Open:
..
£
*·
,................................................................
~

·~

Judicial Council · · .~·
Board of Control
..
aPositions 1,2,3 & 4
Positions 1,2 & 3
:(This council sits as a
(The &QC.isJhe recognized~
·a court to internally deal ; administrative body for t
~w/ student's legal prob-1 the Associated Students ~
*
'
' :
iC
~/ems and challenges.) · of Central.)
~
~

a
*

£

Filing Opened: Monday, January 30
Filing Closes: Friday, March 3
Campaigning begins as soon as a candidate files. File and receive information

~

i

~

¢
at the A.S.C. Information Booth, S.U.B., Orca/1963-1691.
.
~
.t..................................................
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Registrar sees pros/cons of program
BY NANCY WOLFF

(Two issues ago the CRIER
carried a story on the background
of Central's Extended Degree
Program. This is the second part
of the six-story series.)
EDITOR'S NOTE
"The additional paperwork involved in handling off-campus
_degree program students doesn't

make any additional work for us,"
said Lou _Bovos, Central's registrar. "In fact, the problems are
minimal compared to what they
were four years ago when the
program started."
The Extended Degree Program
(E.D.P.) students are registered
the same way as regular students-it just takes longer.
On-campus registration can be
completed in a few days each
quarter. But off-campus registra-.

·WE KNOW THE BEST

SHAMPOO FOR YOU.
Your hair has special needs as
individual as you are. Come in and
let us tell you which Redken
shampoo answers those needs
better than any other.

I
I

ii

. ·"··· •..

Amino Pon® Concentrate
Shampoo for normal,
fine, or limp hair,
6 fl. oz.
Essture® Moisturizing
Shampoo for dull, dry
hair. 's fl. oz.
Jellasheen® Shampoo
for oily hair, 6 oz.

@REDl<EN®

PJ's Hair Designers----. Corner of 3rd & Sampson
962-2550

tion requires that Bovos travel to
the program areas at Edmonds,
Everett, Bremerton and Fort
Lewis. John Shrader, Science
Education, coordinates registration for the Tri-Cities classes.
When they go to these cities,
Bovos said they fry to "take as
as possible with
them
so they can answer
students' questions about classes,
transfer of credit from other
schools, etc. Usually they have an
answer, but ·sometimes they have
to delay their reply until they get
the correct information. They
try to get the information to the
student "as quickly as they can,"
he added.
Bovos feels that one disadvan-·
tage an off-campus student has is
lack of ready access to the
registrar's' office. A student with
problems concerning grades,
transfer of credits, or class
changes is limited to handling his
business by phone or mail.
On-campus students can stop in
any time for assistance.
··on -the other hand," Bovos
continued, "the E.D.P. student
doesn't have to uproot ' himself
from his job or family in order to
continue his education."
Although many of the problems
have been worked out of the
registration procedure during th-e
program' s operation, he said there
are occassional problems like
getting grades in on time to meet
the school's deadline. A few times
grades have either been delayed'
or lost in the mail: In that case the
Registrar m_ust phone an instructor. Even then recording errors
may occur because of poor phone
connections.
_Bovos said that three clerical
workers are specifically assigned

much.~nowledge

Open Mon. thru Fri. 9-7.
Sat. 9-6, Closed Sunday,

_!'.Q handle off-campus registration,

grade recording and scheduling
intormation.
He commented that there are
"very neat individuals in the
program." He related a di_scussion

-Fr ee

I

he had with a Law and Justice
student who had served on a police
force for over 13 years. "How do
you teach someone about law and
justice when he's been doing it for
t!1at long?"

u c Ia s s e s s et
I

.
The ad reads "Come share with hobby-type classes, it offered
us_...People's Free University." serious courses in English, psych'But it's quite unlike the radical ology, education, etc. It, too, was
free university idea that was tried funded by the A.S.C.
The
here in 1971. Central's "Free U" is program was not successful.
basically another attempt by those
This spring the Free University
concerned with Recruitment and will begin offering courses.
Retention to keep students here. Graves said that any person who
The 1978 Free University is an wishes to share their hobby or
attempt to "offer courses that interest with others may offer a
students normally can't get from class. A potential instructor must
regular catalog offerings," said fill out an application form,
Lorreta Graves, A.S.C. Inform- available from the A.S.C. office,
ation Coordinator. The Free describing the class he wishes to
University is, in fact, sponsored by teach. The application is then
the A.S.C. and the B.O.C. · reviewed by a board to make sure
The rationale behind its develop- it doesn't co~flict with any current
ment is that if free classes are catalog offermgs. Members of the
.offered to students they might be board are John D:inkwa~er,
more inclined to stay at Central. Dave Thomason, Elame Policar
A free university program was and Loretta Graves.
attempted here in 1971. It was
They are presently considering
called the Kittitas Valley Free classes in hypnotism (to be taught
University and its purpose was to by John .Bors~th, K:X.L.E. ~n
"end educational repressio;. 1 in the nouncer), Juggling, an mtroduction
classroom."
to acrylics and vacation photoIts director, Bruce Gale, felt graphy. A course in religion is also
that grades were a distraction ... being reviewed. But Graves said
hindering the natural learning there may be a problem in ·
process ... and made the student approving it because of a policy
grade-oriented instead of know· requiring separation of church and
ledge-oriented.
· state.
The classes were free of grades
The. classes are ~chedu~ed to be
and testing and specific courses of held m the ev~nmg with most
study. Far from . being a student takin~ place in. th.e ~. U .B .
retention-getting device, it was Each mstruc~or. will set his own
designed to be an alternative to enrollment hmits. There is no
traditional education. Instead .of charge for any class.
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Center fqr the Defense .of Free Enterprise
Each year, you pay about 45% of your income to local, state and
federal government in taxes. Every dollar you earn from January through
June goes to feed the bureaucrats.
And what do you get? More taxes and_more regulations. Stifling
regulations and taxes that drive prkes up.
·.
And government regulations often make more people poor. The
· minimum wage, for example, puts young people and minorities out of work.
· · After all, would you rather be employed at $2.25 an hour , or unemployed at
$2. 65 an hour?
,
We're concerned about these problems and many others. We believe
that less government, not more, is the answer. Free people working together .
freely can accomplish more than millions of federal bureaucrats telling you
what to do with your life.
The free enterprise system built the prosperity we have today. The
government bureaucrats didn't achieve this property. People in a· free
marketplace did.
We believe that America must return to the free enterpri~e system now.
·we're the Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise and we're working to ·
lower taxes, eliminate unnecessary government regulations and undertake
programs to educate people on the free enterprise system.
If you've ever complained al;>out high taxes, high prices or annoying
bureaucrats, but didn't know what to do, just write us. Together we can work
to restore the free enterprise syst~m.
. Join our· drive to cut the bloat out of government. And help starve a
feeding bureaucrat.

r---------------1
I'm tired of the bureaucrats and their
I'in tired of high taxes and I want to
help starve a feeding bureaucrat.
D Please send me more information on
how I can help.
regulations~

I
I·
I

D It's about time. Enclosed is my tax
deductible contribution to help starve a feeding
bureaucrat. $ - - - - - - - - ' - - - - Name - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Address
City

State

Zip _ __

Occupation I School

Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise
1601 114th S.E., Suite 178
.
Bellewe, WA 98004
(206) 455-5038
,
A
23

L---....----·- --:-.-----

Feb~y_9,
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What is .recruitment arid retention?
· BY PAT HADALLER
Retention and recruitment! Re·
tention and recruitment! What are
these terms we hear so often?
Recruitment involves just what
the work implies. The ways of
going out and getting students to
attend one's university. Retention
is concerned with what is being
done to keep those students presently enrolled at that institution.
tion.
A series of meetings held this
past week by Civil Service Employees Duane Skeen and Ona
Youmans, covered these topics.
The meetings were held for Civil
Service employees at Central.
As Duane Skeen of the Institutional Studies department said,
"We (Central's administration)
would like to see everyone, including staff, students and especially
Civil Service, employees informing
potential Central students about
Central. I say especially Civil
Service employees because they
are of such great numbers and,
therefore, have . a lot of personal
·contacts."
"You (Civil Service employees)
don't have to know all of the
details about each department,"
continued Skeen. "Say you have a
niece or nephew somewhere around the state who is becoming of
college age. Give the Admissions
Office their name, address and
area of interest, if you know it, and
Corky (Lonald Bridges, director of
admissions) will send them some
literature about the University."
Bridges said, "We know that
college is not for everyone. But,
we want to make sure that the
students out there who are looking
for a good teacher education,
special ed., music, technology, accounting, · business or industrial
technology school, etc., know that
we have excellent programs to
offer them."
As Mr. Bridges began to speak
of some of the outstanding programs offered at Central, he took a
deep sigh, hesitated for awhile and
said, "Although Central is trying
to show its variety of strong
programs, I must speak strongly
of our education programs. We are
currently placing a higher percentage of graduate students in
education (82%) than any other
institution in the state of Washington." It must be stated here that
Central had only 500 graduates in
education last year and approximately 1,000 ten years ago.
Bridges continued, speakin.g of
other programs. "We (Central) are
kif. to have one of the best
s
education programs in the
natio . Our graduates are placed
wherever they want to go.
"As far as physical education is ·

concerned, the · only other institution in the ~tate that could give us
:some competition is W.S.U.
"Another-excellent area we get
a lot of good compliments about is
accounting: .. our students taking
the Certified Public Accountant
(C.P.A.) exam, are scoring higher
than . any other students in the
state of Washington ...and our people are being placed.
"Boeing officials have stated
publicly they will hire any graduate of our Industrial Technology
program. Those students are highly qualified when they graduate
and can jump right into the job
with little training ... "
"Our Medical Technology graduates score much higher than the
national average."
"Central's Music program
speaks. for itself.. .it has been
excellent for years."
The list goes on and on for
Centrals' outstanding programs.
Bridges said he wants people to
--~now what Central has to offer.
Another good way to get students to come to Central is by
getting "Student Leaders" to' at. tend Central. If student leaders
come to Central there is a good
chance their student followers will
also come. A student investment
fund (Scll.olarship) has been set up
to draw these student leaders to
Central.
Youmans said that letters were
sent out to all graduating seniors
of Kittitas c-0unty to make sure
they know what Central has to
offer.
Bridges spoke of the visitation
program for students who are
looking at Central. If a student
wishes to come and look at
Centrals' location, size, activities
an~ general atmosphere, they can
stay on campus for one night and
eat two meals in the dining hall
free of charge. Even Kittitas
County residents can take advantage of this opportunity and get an
inside look at the university. "We
have been . doi~g-· this for years,"

said Bridges. "It has come to a
great liking within the last year or
so. We normally bring in approximately 450 students each quarter ..
for this visitation program. Last
faltwe had 650 students visit. We
encourage the students .to -visit on
Monday through Thursday, because that is when claSSes are
being held and student activities
are going on. We do not run this
program on weekends for obvious
reasons ... "
Skeen told the Civil Service
audience, "We are just getting into
retention' activities which are not
quite as easily understood (as is
recruitment)." Skeen spoke as
though retention is something that
•comes from within the depart·
ments. It seems that it would· oe
very difficult for anyone except
the academic deans and faculty
members to affect this.
Len Williams who is assistant
museum director said, "We need
more activities here at Central...
we need to take advantage of the
good things we have. Why doesn't
the pavilion stay open · longer
hours. I hear that it closes at 5:30
p.m. on the weekends. What about
the people who may want to come

over after hours'! Even though we
don't· have enough funds to keep
the pavilion open those extra
hours, isn't an investment of time
and money iii the lo~g run worth
the investment in the terms of
positive feedback? I . don't know
what the priorities are, but I
certainly think it should be looked
at. If we have a good intramura1
'{>rogram, I think we should push
it."
Where is Central headed as far
as enrollment is concerned? Bridges said, "The college enrollment
decline is occurring nationwide.
The job placement for non-college
people has been increasfog considerably over the past few years.
Perhaps an influx of students
may come from the recently
approved trade between British
Columbia and· the state of Washington. Students can go between
the above two and not pay
out-of-state tuition. According to
Bridges, the same deal is being
negotiated with the state of Oregon. If Central could draw students from Oregon and vice versa,
what would be the outcome?
As a final word Bridges and
Skeen said; what they want is to

.let the prospective students know
what Central has to offer: Be it
academic or locality.

Study
in

Mexico
The Central Off ice of Inter. national Programs in cooperation with Eastern and Western Universities and the lnstituto Cultural Technochtitlan
presents a liberal Arts Program in Morelia and Mazat- .
Ian. Courses in Intensive Spanish, Literature, History, Art
· and more. Spring Quarter
begins April 3. Fo~ further
information, call Peterson
Hall 202, 963-3612.

Cash prizes available
$3,500, $2,500, $2,000-to be
awarded to the three top essayists
by Friends of Animals, Inc.
The Regina Bauer Frankenberg
Scholarship contest is aimed at
fostering interest in changing the
relationship between humans and
other life forms. Awards will be
given to students who present the
three best essays incorporating
animal rights prin~iples in support
of a Federal legislative campaign.
The. subject oC the essay .is.,
"Why shoula Congress, on behalf
of the people, the animals and the

environment, ban the leg-hold
trap?"
For further 'information and
entry form, please write: Friends
of Animals, Scholarship Committee, 11 West 60th Street, New
York, N. Y., 10023.
~

Elll'n~burg\ Bicyclr Shop

~

IB@~~~U®
r .....,.,

P~1·,

1 B•cvt.f•s ·Reg,.,,, ·Sain ·~tee
307 "' ~ion - 91~·JJ26

l..ootod ~ono1v'1 •

......ij

j](JJ/j/£///j daWmjJ
Valentine Values
Final Days of Clearance
1/2 off ... All coats and jackets
1/2 off........... Sweaters3 feet off
Rosanna

•

1/2 off ..........-. Sportswear
Personal
Brecken-ridge
Catalina
-

•

Jus·t arrived •••
Spring dresses- long and short
tntroducing a new line...

41t -

•

Campus Casuals

Ask about our student Discount
store hours 9:30-5:30
'Monday-Saturday
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.Nate Smith

'Butterflies' rated as Nostalgia
Leonard Gershe's Butterflies The poor girl lasted a whole six
Are Free is a ridiculous play. From days of being married, but until
the very first lines it is realized she met sensitive Don Baker, she
that what is being witnessed is a didn't know what true love was.
classic nineteen-sixties lack-ofIt turns out that Mom used to
. communication-between-the-gen- 1 write ·children's books about her
erations story. The hero, Don · son when he was but a wee squirt,
Baker, is able to predict an entire and the kid in the stories was
conversation with his mother renowned for his ability to save
before even picking up the phone America from invading commies.
and his prediction is perfect. His This always made the real Don
mother, of course, wants to run his insecure because he knew he could
life, while all he wants to do is be never be able to live up to the
free, like the butterflies, and learn image of "little Donny Dark". Of
about that big world outside that course Mom was only trying to
the older generation (i.e. Mom) .h as build up her son's confidence in
himself, but like a true sixties'
kept from him.
That's not all! Don has a new member of the establishment, she
girl friend, Jill Tanner, who be- botched it and only made things
lieves in free fove with no worse.
Don is blind, and can never get
commitments, no strings attached.
Don is of the commitments-make- people to accept him for what he
life-full school of thought and he is. Jill is always saying things like,
accuses her of being afraid to take "Wait till you see this" and then
life seriously, an accusation which catching herseif, but Don _doesn't
hi true sixties fashion scares her want her to catch herself; he just
into finally making a commitment. wants her to act natural. BP."::i.usP

he is blind, Don's mother feels he word "groovy'', the observer is
is too helpless to live away from caught up in a Carnaby Street
dream. Don even has dreams of
home.. Don wants independence.
The only problem is that in the being · a cafe-performing singer/
final scene of-the play, Mom does songwriter a la early Bob Dylan,
the most abrupt about-face in the so it's just known he oozes
history of American Theater. All sensitivity. What looked good. nine
through the play she has been or ten years ago just looks silly
begging Don to come home, where now, and Butterflies is one sixties'
he'll be safe. After Jill tells him period piece, like The Graduate
she's moving in with another man, and your sister's Simon and
he decides to take her up on it, but Garfunkel records, that has not
now she feels that he!ll be better aged well.
Central is gaining a reputation
off alone, experiencing life.
Not only that! Jill changes her as a college whose Drama
mind too! About ten minutes later! Department does good perforDon gives her the old you're-too- mances of ridiculous plays, and the
blind to make a real commitment production of Butterflies last week
argument; she leaves in a huff, he was a good one. Whatever
throws a temper tantrum, she dimension the characters in the
comes back, ready to commit play had was due entirely to the
herself to him. Brings a tear to intelligence of the actors playing. them; the playwright certainly
one's nostalgic eye. ,
That's really all Butterflies has
to offer: Nostalgia. From Jill's
story about her being a hippie to
the a~most fanatical u~e of the

Dan's Photo Plus

Heavy modern drama on tap
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
A Vietnam veteran stops at a
run-down diner in a small town on
the border of New Mexico; while
there he exposes the inner feelings
and conflicts of the ~ownspeople he
meets. The methods he employs
resemble violent terrorist activity~
This is the basic story behind
When Ya Comin' Back Red Ryder;
the second play produced by the
Threepenny Players this year. It is ·
a powerful drama written by Mark
Medoff and is directed by David
McMahan, a drama -student.
McMahan, a junior from Spokane, is making his debut as a..
director. He has had many experiences in the past working in many ·
drama department productions,
including the part of Tom Wingfield in the Glass Menagerie this
quarter. Working with McMahan
as his assistant director will be his
wife Stephanie.
McMahan's play -is being sponsored by the Threepenny Players,
Central's Drama Club.' This is the
group's, third production since
their organization three years ago.
When Ya Comin' Back Red
Ryder is the second production
this quarter. The first {>roduction
this quarter was Butterflies Are

Free directed by another member
of the group.
The main characters in When Ya
Comin' Back Red Ryder are portrayed by Charles Burke as Teddy,
Jeff Rubicam as Stephan and Amy
Evans as Angel. Other members of
the production include Sarah

Thompwn,~:

doesn't provide any.
As Mrs. Baker, Peggy Robert. son, shows a great deal of maturity
and taste. It's nice to see some of
the younger drama students
showing promise early on. Debbie
Cowell, playing Jill, is also fine.
She gives life to what is,
essentially, a lifeless role. In the
role of Ralph, Pat Radford displays
a great sense of humor and gives a
wild performance. As Don, Rob
Reynolds' experience in drama
shows beautifully. He's obviously
done his homework in preparing
for the part and his acting is very
effective.
Let's hope that in the future the
Threepenny Players manage to
get far enough ahead financially to
stop doing these absurd plays and
be able to afford something a little
·
more challenging.

Borseth, Armina Blackwell and
Doug Carver.
When Ya Comin' Back Red
Ryder is scheduled for February
26, 27. 28 and March 2, 3, 4 at 8
p.m. in the Threepenny Piayhouse,
in Barge Hall. Admission is set at
$1.25 for students with an A.S.C.

IJ;:;·f ~o;~;~~;: ;•:r;dmissionr

The first two films of a series had not had as a "pastime for .
titled Ballet For All, will be aristocrats". Other innovations of
presented in Hebeler Auditorium this -period- -~-ere dancing on
on February J4 and 15. Produced pointe, which required a lighter
under the direction of the British style and less cumbersome cosRoyal Ballet for B.B.C. Television, tumes, including a new type of
the series covers the history of shoP..
·
ballet from the time of King Louis
These two films ·Will be shown at
XIV to the present.
7 p.m. on Tuesday, February 14 &
The films to be shown this Wednesday February 15, with a
month are How Ballet Began, with repeat showing at 9 p.m. each
highlights of the French Opera- evening. There will be no admis-.
ballet and the evolution of original sion charge but contributions to
ballroom steps into a form that defray e~penses will be appreci- ·
might be identified as the begin- ated.
ning of classical technique.
The second film: Ballet Enters
The World Stage, shows Giselle;
one of the greatest ballets of all
time, representing not only the
triumph of Romantic ballet,. but
the beginning of a p~estige the art

Your photographic
headquarters
Films: Fuji, Agfachrome,
Kodak & CX from 99c
Darkroom Supplies
1 O% off purchase of next roll of film
when you bring in a roll for processing.
·12-Exposure
Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
lnclutics 110 S11c

~--$1.99~!~

Dan's Photo Plus
420N.Pine

925-4606

Hurry! Valentine :s Day is Tuesday. February 14.'

SendOurFTD

LoveBundle®
Bouquet
·What could please your Valentine more
than a beautiful Love Bundle· Bouquet'!
Fresh. romantic flowers arranged
with a spray of sparkling hearts.
We can send it almost any·
where by wire. the FTD
way. But hurry ...
Valentine's Day is
almost here. Call
or visit us today.

Suzi

I

We

rea/~1·

get around ... for you!

E)lensburg Floral Shop
925-4149

307 N. Pearl

$3}95

Mundy's Shoe Store
downtown
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Sports
Jack Corey

Sports Bits
I can easily see that our ever-improving basketball team is
making quite an impression on a lot of students and faculty at
Central these days.
After reading the ballots for the "Wildcats of the Fall" award
(which goes to an athlete who participates in a fall sport), several
of this year's hoopsters ended up making the elite few that were
nominated for the award.
Randy Sheriff won the basketball competition handily in the Fall
awards. Sorry to say, but basketball won't be considered until the
Winter award is voted upon. His closest competitors were senior
Tom Powers and, surprisingly, sophomore Brian Hagbo. Hagbo is
starting to get in some time with the varsity five, now that his
abilities are beginning to come around to Nicholson's standards.
The other two roundballers who got a little attention were Al
Roberts and Carl Whitfield.
Other non-Fall sports were also given considerations by you
voters. Senior Tim Sund got a vote, but not for his generally good
play at safety for the varsity football squad, but for his "ability to
hit the••••out of a baseball." Chalk one up for baseball.
Even somebody named Craig McKellar got a vote, and he has
never turned out for a varsity sport since he came to school here
two years ago. Whoever wrote in that vote for McKellar said
McKellar should win the award for his good sportsmanship and
"all-star touch football" potential, whatever that is.
-,-One vote went to Dean Nicholson, one to Spike Arlt and the last
non-Fall vote went to some Sports Editor of some College
Newspaper. (Ballot stuffing?).
Other qualified vote getters for the "Wildcat Award" should
take pride in knowing that behind them stands some understanding and loyal fans.
Toby Suhm, Central's only authentic All-American this year to
date ended up in second, just behind the winner, soccer player
Cary Davidson. After those two there came several soccer players
off the same team as Davidson. Of the nine others that got votes,
Rod Blosson led the way. After him came Ron Buttons, Brad Bull,
Woody Vaninjankul, John Klimek, Bobby Storino, Dave Moe,
Scott Davidson and Chuck Hutavatcra. It goes to show that soccer
is making its move in popularity and it should not be too long
before the University officially sanctions the club.
Both Jon Martin and John Prigmore received votes for being the
best contributers from the football team.
Women's sports also received considerable recognition, mainly
in cross-country. Amelia Redhorn was nominated with all the
votes for that sport. Colleen Hall, now a varsity basketball player
for the Women's varsity, won a few votes as well as did Becky
Turner, the field hockey star who went to Denver to play in the
nationals, after making third team All-Conference here.
The award -nominations received a good response and has now
been established to become a quarterly award. Any sport fan who
has a particular athlete to nominate for the "Winter Award" can
bring his nomination to the CRIER office (2nd floor of the S.U.B.)
and drop it off in the Sports Department mail box.

CARY DAVIDSON

Wildcat of the Fall
BY JACK COREY

After leading the Central Soccer Club to its first
Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer League championship since the club was formed, forward Cary
Davidson has earned the first annual "Wildcat of the
Fall" award, outpolling an All-American in Cross
Country and an All-American honorable mention in
football.
For winning this newly-established award,
Davidson will be the recipient of a large plaque
bearing his picture, personal statistics and team
accomplishments from last season._ The plaque will
be placed in the trophy case in Nicholson Pavilion
until the end of Winter Quarter. The inscriptions on
the plaque are courtesy of Button Jewelers of
downtown Ellensburg.
"It's a great tribute to soccer as a developing sport
here at Central," Davidson said when informed of his
winning, "I think it means a lot. I don't want to
compete against the other sports, because I love all
sports. I just think soccer is going to become an
integraJ part of the athletic _erogram at Central."
Davidson gave soccer quite a boost towards this
goal last season by scoring 8 goals for the season and
upsetting power house W.S.U. 3-2 in the semi-finals
of the league championsip . .
"It was an even greater win because it was such an
upset-at least to everyone else but us", Davidson
recalled about the semi-final victory. Davidson had
scored the winning goal in that match.
"The win in the finals over the University oUdaho
(3-1) climaxed a great season for .the whole team. It
wasn't just one man out there, it , was the whole
squad, starters and all."

·,

-

NOW

I

Thursday &Friday

E.V.C.O. STANDINGS

BASKETBALL
(as of Feb. 6)

BONG SHOW
Eastern Washington
CENTRAL-

Oregon Tech.
Western Washington
Oregon College
Southern Orejton
Eastern Oregon

$20 Each Night
10-12 p.in.
~

Ladies night Wednesday
I

Dance til 1:30
·a t

THE CROSSROADS

I

Le~e

Overall

6-1
5-2
5-2

15-4
12-5
13-8

4-3
2-4

11-8

2-5
0-7

9-8
8-12
2-17

Ironically, Davidson came to Central with no
thoughts towards playing soccer. He felt the graphic
arts program here was good enough to get him a job
as a commercial graphic artist around Seattle.
"The soccer program here in my freshman year
was not very good," he said, "but each year it has
gotten better."
Reminiscing about last season, Davidson agreed
that performing a hat trick against U. of Montana
was one of his highlights.
"I usually get five or six shots a game at the goal
and it just happened that this game, most of my
attempts went for goals. One of the goals was with
my right .foot, another with the left foot and the last
was with my nead. It was a very diversified
performance."
Davidson feels his superior athletic ability comes
from practicing every day during the summer last
year. "It got kind of boring some of the times since I
usually practiced alone, but now I can see it has paid
off quite a bit."
He intends to continue fine-tuning his soccer
ability when he graduates by playing some divisional
soccer in the Seattle leagues. Davidson hopes to play
in the first division, which is the best there is. It
contains the better collegiate players, along with the
off-season Sounders as well as the old members of
the now-defunct Tacoma Tides soccer club.
The junior has thought about playing professional
but feels that he started playing too late, since he
didn't start until high school. He thinks though that a
couple of the players on the Central Soccer Club do
have a shot at going professional. if they stay with
soccer.
____ ._______ _
- "I think goalie Ron Buttons and Tim Crawley each
possess the skills needed to become a pro. Not only
do they have the physical ability, but both are
leaders on the club. They get us up for each match
~.nd lead in the celebrations after our victories."
Davidson said that the possibility of soccer being
sanctioned by the N.A.I.A. will not come for a ~ouple
of years. The team is now in the process of applying,
· which will take at least that long.
Cary Davidson is positive about the Soccer Club's
potential next season. He was also very confident
about it this year, as was the whole team. Even
though their wins in the championship rounds were
considered upsets by everyone else, they knew they
had it in them to win.
in fact they ·were so confident about themselves
that before they played in the championship, they
went out and bought the celebration champagne.
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QUIET MOMENT-Members of the Wildcat basketball team look on
as the rest of the squad battles Western Washington University.
Pictured from right to left are: Tom Enslln, assistant coach; Dean
Nicholson, head coach; Tom Powers; Randy Sheriff; Greg Rance;
Duane Hodge~ a~d Gary Smith, trainer.

Western wfiipped
BY TONY LEITCH

percentage with a 53% mark
compared to the Wildcats' 49%
Both teams scored 12 free throws
during the contest (Western on 14
attempts, Central on 23) so the
· difference came on shots attempted where the Cats had an
advantage of eleven more shots at
the hoop.
Kevin Bryant, Viking guard, led
all scorers with 24 points and his

teammate at center mark, Clay,
added 14. Birkle, who has been
hobbled with an ankle injury since
Christmas, managed only eight
points playing in a reserve role.
The stage is seemingly being set
for the February 17 contest
against Eastern. That game could
determine if the Wildcats' dream
of another trip to Kansas City
could become reality.

The Wildcats took a big step
forward in their attempt to claim
another Evergreen Conference
championship by defeating the
Western Washington Vikings,
Saturday night.
Both teams entered the contest
tied for third place behind Oregon
College of Education and Eastern
Washington. The Wildcat win,
coupled with an Oregon Tech. loss
to Southern Oregon, pushed the
Wildcats into a second place tie
with Oregon Tech., with only a
slim one-game margin separating
them from Eastern Washington.
The contest was a crowd pleaser
for the 3,000-odd fans assembled at
Nicholson Pavilion, especially in
the first half. The game changed
hands many times and the score
was tied eight times in the first
half alone. Monte Birkle, last
year's E.V.C.O. scoring leader, put
in two free throws with only
seconds remaining in the first half
to give Western a skinny one-point
lead 36-35, going into the locker
room at halftime.
The Viking's last lead came at
46-45 after which the Wildcats
exploded to outscore Western
16-6, to take a nine point lead. The
Wildcat lead remained at seven to
nine points the rest of the contest.
The closest the Vikings could come
was 70-64, with just over three
minutes remaining.
Randy Sheriff led the Cat
charge with his best offensive
performance of the season. Sheriff
came into the contest averaging
seven points a game, but exploded against the Vikings for 23 points
on 9-13 from the field and 5-6 from
the charity stripe. He also led all
rebounders for the night, pulling
down ten for the game.
Carl Whitfield, who played with
a partially sprained ankle, came up
with 20 points to aid in the Wildcat
cause. That is just slightly oter his . TIP IT-Alphonso Roberts leaps for an offensive tlp·ln against Westseason average which placed him
ern In recent basketball action. Roberts started his first game since
third in the E.V.C.O. going into
Incurring a bruised knee earlier In the season.
the contest.
Both teams shot extremely well
during the game with the Vikings
getting a slight edge in field goal

HEARTS&FLOWERS
Send Your Valentine
The FTD LoveBundle®Bouquet.
-A spray of
sparkling hearts in
a colorful bouquet.
Your ITD Florist

•As an independent businessman, each
FfD Member Florist sets his own P,rices.
©1978 Florists' Transworld Delivery

Precision
·hair cutting
for inen
and women·
Open Tues., Wed.
& Thurs. til 10 p.m.·
On Stage Makeup
Applications by appointment

925-HAIR
707 N.Main

HEADHUNTER
HAIR CARE STUDIO
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Wildcats shocked
BY TONY LEITCH

The Wildcats received a devastating blow Monday night, when
the Saints of St. Martin's avenged
an earlier loss to the Wildcats by
defeating them, 68-59.
A few weeks ago, the Wildc_a~
defeated St. Martin's at Nicholson

Pavilion by a 94-70 score. But the
Wildcats couldn't get their offensive machine warmed up and in
the process dropped back to third
place in the E.V.C.O. race.
Bruce Cavestri, post for the
Saints, proved to be the difference
between this contest and the
earlier one between these two

Men competitive

teams. Cavestri scored 16 against
the Wildcats last time but this
time burned the nets f.or 29 points,
on 11-13 shooting from the field
and 7-12 from the foul line.
The foul line proved to be where
the Cats lost this particular game,
if one facet can ever be the .
deciding factor. The Cats managed
only 5-13 shooting from the free
stripe, many of those misses
coming on the front end of critical
one and one situations. On the
other side of the ledger, the Saints
converted 20 of their 33 foul
attempts.
Chris Olsen turned in a great
performance for the Wildcats as he
· scored 15 points and pulled down
13 rebounds, ten of those boards
coming in the first half. Gregg Arlt
was another bright spot for the
Cats as he scored 13 points and
picked off ten caroms. Carl
Whitfield was the only other Cat in
double figures, scoring 12, well
below his 19.5 game average.
But the Wildcats couldn't
contain Cavestri in the middle.
Randy Sheriff tried but in the
process fouled out with 16 minutes
to go in the game. Olsen and
Whitfield also fouled out and Al
Roberts finished the game with ·
four as the Wildcats were whistled
for ten more fouls than the Saints.
Next action for the basketball
squad will be on the road against
Oregon College of Education. The
Cats defeated them at home, 86-70,
earlier this season.

Furgeson, pulled first in the 200
Individual Medly with -2:14:-2, a
tenth of a second less than his
Central's men's swim team had a opponent. Craig Weishaar took
full weekend with swimming at second, by the decision of the
the Washington State Open, an judges, in the 200-yard freestyle.
A.A.U. Invitational, on Friday and Both Weishaar_. and the U.P.S.
Sunday and a dual meet with swimmer Jack Rataezyk, had a
time of 2:01:5. Eric Tracy swam
U.P.S.
on Saturday.
.
M_a~y-~ryer
The Washington State Open against U.P.S.'s Vic Swanson for a
was a meet in which swimmers of second place, exactly one second
all ages and abilities participated.. , behind. Roger Coburn, also,
Central's Jim Johnston qualified racked up a first for C.W.U. in the
With only two seconds left in the scripted courtesy of Buttons for nationals at this A.A.U. meet, 200-yard butterfly. ·
game and the ~core tied, Central's Jewelers in downtown Ellensburg. with a 2:03:8 in the 200-yard
Scott Shake took a second in the
Mary Fryer went to charity stripe
The clutch free-throws by Fryer Individual Medly. The meet took 200 backstroke for his career best
with two chances to give the Cats kept the Cats win streak alive and place at the University or' time, at the Washington State
the lead and possible victory.
Washington in Seattle.
Open, with a 2:01:3. Craig Benson
~xtended it to twelve straight,
And now the fate of the game with their only loss coming in their
At U.P.S., the swimmers as a · also reached his best time all
rode on the shoulders of the season opener.
team lost 51-61. Individually, the season, in the 500 freestyle with a
Central sophomore who concenswimmers held their own. Craig 4:48:7. Both these times place
Fryer, who has only been Benson took two first against these swimmers very high nationtrated on the metal rim from her
playing organized basketball. over U.P.S. Benson stole the 800 ally.
positiiln on the free throw line.
Her first attempt swished through the last three years, is becoming freestyle with a 8:59:8 and the 400 . The next meet is February 9, at
without hitting a thing and her. used to success on the wooden freestyle with a 4:15:7. Russ home, with P.L.U.
second was a replica of the first, · courts. Besides playing on this
giving the Cats a nail-biting 60-58 potentially championship squad as
squeaker over the U. of Idaho laso, a sopho~ore, she helped lead her
high school team to the state
Saturday.
For her cool performance in the championship her senior year.
The physical education major
clutch situation, Fryer has been
awarded the .. Wildcat of the has a brother who played for the
Even though the women won women edged the Loggers 77-56.
Week" award. She will receive a· Portland Trailblazers and who is only one of the two meets they
After converting the times from _
photo-fnlaid wooden plaque-in- now an N·.B.A. referee.
swam in over last weekend, the the 25-meter pool into the Ameriswimmers all came home excited can 25-yards usage, it was found
about the results that occurred that five school records had been
broken and fifteen new personal
during the meet.
In the dual meet against U.P.S., bests were established. Unfortunheld last Friday in Tacoma, the atefy, because the converted times
were not official, the record times
will not count.
Individual winners for the Wildcats in their victory over U.P.S.
were: Denise Long (100 freestyle),
Phyllis White (50-yard backstroke), Karen White (50 and 100 ·
breaststroke), Jackie Harshbarger
1
(100 butterfly), Nadia Johnson
,
(one- and three-meter diving) and
Ann Trezise (200 freestyle).
The following day, the Cats
r-~ (~ll).
J~
~cryglass
were stopped by the more talented
(~~l(~--'fl ill,~~ (_ ~\..1(1\_J\-1 '
Lutes of P.L.U., 73-66.
Reg. $250 $160
1
Even though the Cats lost the
506 N. Pine St.
92S.2200
dual me-et, they set another three _
BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG

Wildcat of the Week

a

Women set pool marks

30% off

All Ski
Merchandise

Dynastar Skis

\\ ·1111

\\c

Omeglass
Reg. $240 $150
FPS
Reg. $200

school records to go along with 10
more personal bests.
Jackie Harshbargar lead the
way by breaking two school records while winning two events.
The first record she set was in the
1,000 freestyle where she finished
first with a time of 10:57:1, which
is 33 seconds better than the old
record. Her other record-breaking
effort was in the 200 individual
medley, setting a new record by
two seconds. Ironically, it was her
own record that she beat while
winning this event handily.
Phyllis White, one of the Cats'
leaders this year, set the other
school record in the 200 backstroke with a time of 2:25:9, which
trimmed the old standard by a
second.
The other event winner for the
Cats in this meet was Nadia
Johnson in the 1-meter diving.

-WANTED-

$130

Pulsar
.Reg. $185

Ski Bindings
Look GT
Geze
$39 95
(Easy-Safe)

The opportunity
to serve you
*Farm Fresh 2% milk 67c lf2 gal.
*Farm Fresh Grade A 66c lf2 gal.
*Past/HomoMilk 67c lf2 gal.

Ski Pants
Ski Sweaters

Food
cou·p ons

l /2 Price

accepted

Winegar's ..... ·.D
411w.11th -- 121-1121
located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion
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Editorial Page
Nate Smith
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\

'

G.0.Hansen

"

i\ Hippies bite the dust • ~/. Cars make men
The latest reports indicate that
the moon only stayed in the
Seventh House for a couple of days
while its apartment was being
painted. The Wall St~e.et Journ:i!
has announced that Truth refuses
to gu,ide the planets until its
retirement plan is updated. Astrologers note that Mars isn't even
returning Jupiter's calls. The Age
- of Aquarius?
Well, yeah, I can dig it.
It's really far out the way people
are relating to each ~ther in the
seventies. Far be it from me to
want to bad-rap anybody or · bring
a lot of down-head vibes on their
personal trip, the only problem is
like maybe, you know, a lot of
people . are getting a little too
bogged down in a sixties nostalgia
thing. ·
.
Sorry to disappoint those of you
who were planning that student
strike to protest. the way Lyndon
Johnson used to act all the time,
but the sixties are dead and gone.
Student activism has about as
much place in our modern America
as Larry ·Flynt does addressing a

congregation of fu.n damentalist
Christians (and i still can;t figure
that one out). Love ruling the
stars? Hell, this is the age of
Common Sense. When was the
last time you could expect at least
90% of the males on campus to
have long hair? When was the last
time Time magazine did an article .
on the "Youth Culture"? Nobody
cares about that anymore: Students don't go to college to relate
to the world or · to change the
system from within, they go either

for education or the promise of . a
good job (promise?). There's no
reason to protest yesterday's
issues, and today's issues (renovation of old buildings and changing
the Central mascot to a conehead)
are hardly worth skipping your
morning coffee over.
. "Looking out for Number One"
is the catch-phrase of the seventies
pal, and the time has come for
students to realize that and adjust
to it. The moon can't stay in the
Seventh House forever.

KenM·unsell

Liberal education needed
There are two primary reasons
why students want a college
education. They want a job or
want to broaden their personal
knowledge and ability to cope with ,
situations.
Central offers two types of
programs to deal with these views.
Technical programs give students
the skills appropriate for specific
jobs. These include subjects such
as business skills, speech pathology, journalism and computer programming.
On the other hand, such traditional academic disciplines as English, history, and philosophy, do
not give most students specific job
skills. These programs that form

the core of a humanistic liberal
education, are designed to broaden
a student's perspectives and develop his decision-making and
analytical abilities. Therefore, the
disciplines offer exercises· applicable to many seemingly unrelated
areas of life.
While students may believe that
it is more profitable to take
job-related classes, this may not be
the case. When people are trained
in specific skills, they may find
they're limited to finding a job in a
narrow, specific area of expertise,
which may become obsolete in the
near 'future.
The plight of people with a
humanistic education is much dif-
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ferent. They usually receive a
degree; go look ·for a job in their
field (such as anthropology or
philosophy), and find within the
week that few jobs are available.
Also, thousands of applicants with
Masters degrees and Ph.D.'s a·re in
competition. The graduate with a
lowly B.A. is at a disadvantage.
This · brings up the question:
Why get an old, traditional liberal
education? What does a student
have ta gain from it? The answer
is: it is indeed relevant and
students can gain much from
taking these kinds of subjects.
The liberal, humanistic education teaches people ho~ to live, by
demonstrating how others have
dealt with past social problems.
Students gain an insight into the
-varieties of the human condition.
The liberal education, theref9re,
gives people ideas on how to cope
with questions arising in everyday
life and in any occupation the
student may choose.
Here at Central, students have
been avoiding the liberal arts.
They shouldn't.
Anyone seeking employment
should have this kind of background. Even if students want to
focus on learning technical skills, it
doesn't hurt to broaden their
knowledge.
.
At Central, as ~ell as across the
nation, humanistic subjects have
been losing ground. Few prople
want to take these courses beea· ise of an immediate lack of
re1dvance to job-seeking. This trend should be reversed in
order to give~ students the broad
skills needed to live in today's
complex society.
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Hidden Valley Camp near
Granite Falls. Coed. Interviews,
February 14.
See Carol
Drinkwater in the Student Employment Office for an appointment.

Even though the list of candidates for the job of Central's
president has been pared to eight,
the Board of Trustees' final decision is a difficult one. Just how do
they decide which one is best?
Interviews with the candidates
won't be that useful since, as
administrative -types, they know
what answers will please the
inquisitive trustees. I may have
unknowingly stumbled across a
solution several months ago-the
choice should be made on the basis
of what automobile the candidate
drives.
Briefly: a researcher, as reported by a national magazine, found
a correlation between political
philosophy and automobile choice.
The most liberal-minded people
walk-(auto's pollute the air and
devour natural resources) while
their more conservative counterparts .lumber . about . in Cadillacs
and Lincoln Continentals. In other ·
words: We are what we drive.
There would probably be few
·who would like to see the new
president cruising Eighth in a
metallic green '55 Chevy Nomad
with mag wheels and chromed
traction bars and "The Prez" ,
painted boldly across the driver's ,
door. Or conversely, a president
driving a Checker Marathon to and
from the campus-the entire 200
feet.
There's an infinite number of
cars that fall between these extremes an_9 each__Q_ne reveals a
great deal about how the owner

views the world around him. The
problem, of course, is matching the
traits sought by the trustees with
the appropriate aut~mobile.
If they're seeking someone who
won't rock the boat, they should
keep their eyes out for a Chevrolet
or Ford Station Wagon-although
any number of other mundane
autos fit the bill. (The current
president drives a station wagon.)
If they're seeking an innovator,
the options are numerous: a 1951
Crosley Hot Shot may be too
common while a Humber Super
Snipe would certainly be rare
eno1:1gh to merit attention.
Then again, if the trustees are
looking for an elitist who d~esn't
feel compelled to hide his disdain
for file -d own-trodden masses, a
Porsche is the perfect choice-closet elitists prefer the unspectacular but expensive Mercedes Benz .
Some of the readers might 1nCiude.
the Italian exotic cars in the list,
but it's doubtful anyone driving a
Ferrari or Lamborghini would be
interested in the pitiful stipend
paid to Central's president.
My personal choice, if it merits
any attention at all, is for someone
·who drives a Saab-if possible, one
of the older three-cylinder two-cycle models-and my reasons are
three: 1) It shows a preference for
function over form, 2) It displays a
cultured indifference toward status symbols and 3) I've never s.een
a Saab with a "Reagan for Presipent" bumper sticker.

Bill Kossen

Recently, there has been a
propensity to eschew obfuscation.
Not only are bureaucrats, thespians and some of our elected
officials guilty of this peccadillo,
but the general literati is also
attempting to eradicate this timehonored form of prolixity.
While this can be construed as a
noble gesture, one must realize
that loquacioasness does have a
place in this post-industrial world.
And one does not have to come
from a family that dined more
often on verbosity than vegetables
to internalize and subsequently
aver what is intrinsically prevalent about us.
Take the case of one glib
novelist, who shall remain ·anony- .
mous for obvious legal reasons.
His cognizance of the English
language is so circumscribed, he
must resort to bastardization and
plagiarization to the point where it
becomes flagitious. While this
practice i~·-!antamount to treason

and can lead to hairv palms, many
bourgeoisie . are discovering that
obsequiousness to the common
word may be the road to felicitousness.
Now to get to the point.
Why can't we just tell it like it
i~. huh? You know, just say what
we want, be it slurred or precise,
articulate or dumb. There is
n~thing wrong with the use of any
word, anytime. Shucks, I've heard
farmers speak of their attempts to
"obtain parity in a business that is
being dominated more and more
by vertically integrated corporate
giants," while English professors
explain that "what we do do is to
get you to do it."
So if you happen to catch an
earful of perplexing terms and
can't surmise the meaning, you are .
not alone because... en este mundo,
el Ingles es solo otra lengua
extronjera para dos billiones de
personas.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Letter to the Editor
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::;:~:~:~:~~~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~.

the comfort from the people I love~
not to even speak about the
· pressures and i.n human conditions
of prison ·life.
Hopeful Prisoner/Man wants to
meet free people. If I was only fre~.·
DEAR EDITOR:
I would have a chance, but
I am incarcerated at the Ohio someone could give me the chance
through mail. Is this asking for too
State Penitentiary.
· Due to faded-away interest from much?
my family, . I have no contact
LARRY GRIFFUS 140-854
within the free world.
It's a very lonely, sad, and BOX 511
distressful experience not having COLUMBUS,OHIO 43215

Prisoner
writes

.
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Dr~· W elsing_d~hates 'C.r .e ss theory-'
BY LIZ LANE

gave the group a little analogy . always trying to tan every
that had something to 'say -about summer even risking burning and
Trying to classify or accurately the reactions she receives to her possible skin cancer to obtain this
describe the effect and impact theory.
_
tan.
· Frances Cress Welsing, M.D.
"I can talk to, my patients and
· She also spoke of the "deep(author of the Cress Theory of they sit there calm, very calm, . seeded fear of whites in regards to
Color Confrontation and Racism) until I say something that hits the nonwhites' capacity to produce
had on the many who heard her home, then they jump. That's children of color · with all women,
speak is difficult indeed.
when I know that I have focused thus the possibility of the
One description that might be upon the truth," she said smilin~. annihilation of the white race
deemed appropriate and accurate
The seminar began at 1 p.m. in comes. into ·focu~.
would be "dynamic and extremely Hertz Auditorium as Dr. Clarence
Welsing said the· fear of whites
interesting," judging from many Beecher, discussion moderator, set against the nonwhites color-prowho attended the seminar.
the stage for the Welsing ducing capacity heightened to such
Dr. Welsing's "day of knowled- presentation by giving an almost great peaks and she used,' for an
ge" began at a 10:30 a.m. reception historical introduction, starting
example~ the many lynchings that
held at President Brooks' home. from naming various white superi- took place whereat· the genitals of
various admfnisttators, faculty ority theories that served to keep the black male were often
. and staff were on hand to greet non-whites in an inferior position, · removed (the place where the
Welsing and -to get a chance to up to naming. Welsing's theory as color-producing genes were
speak with her on an informal, the first of its kind for nonwhites. stored), She also sited a more
individual basis.
Dr. Welsing began addressing recent attempt to curb color
Later in the reception, guests the predominantly black crowd by births-the frantic introduction of
were given the chance to ask Dr. giving a brief explanation as to birth contr-01 methods to nonwhite
Welsing q~est~ons in an improm·p- · why she developed her theory.
populations.
tu question and answer period,
She did not write it in response
Welsing's theory presentation
during which she briefly gave her to white superiority theories or time was limited to an hour· or so,
personal history.
black inferiority theories and she so she could not delve d~ep fntoWelsing comes from a family of wrote it in 1969 when she and her theory. Each of the . six
doctors (her grandfather and other psychiatrists concluded rac- panelists was given 10-15 minutes
father were doctors) and out of ism is the number one cause of for .reb'uttal.
three sisters she was the only one mental illness among nonwhites.
First was Rev. Joe T. Denman
to decide on a medical career. She
She then got into the crux of her . of Yakima's Greater Faith Baptist
was raised in a Chicago ghetto and theory, by stating that whites are . Church who thrilled the . crowd
graduated from a predominantly actually a minority in terms of with his "down home" oratorical
blatk high school, to be the ·only world population ~nd that white . style. He told everyone th.a t tbe
black freshmaI) in her college in supremacy is "actually founded bes_t things in life (love, God,
Illinois, at the age of 16.
upon a deep and prevading sense intelligence) had no color, so why
Welsing's clientele in her prac- of inadequacy and inferiority."
should we be blowin8' up about
tice in Washington, D.C. are
Welsing suggests that since the eolor anyway?
predo~inantly nonwhites almajority of the world's population
He urged people. to see the
though Welsing has had formal bas the genetic ability to .produce conditions in which they lived and
training working with white the skin pigment melanin (respon- .to know the truth •. He also told
clientele during her. internship. sible for skin coloration) and people that they must be willing to
' According to Welsing, she worked whites lack melanin, then the fight intelligently and to fight for
primarily -with nonwhite clientele colored state is the norm for respect.
because she felt that the field of everyone and the 'color absence is
Dr. Hansen of the Sociology
psychiatry wasn't meeting the abnormal.
department literally "ripped" Dr.
specific needs and problems of the
This lack of melanin gives .Welsing's theory apart, dismissing
nonwhite and she wasn't wholly whites a feeling of inadeq~acy · it as m~rely a story and he then
satisfied with the theory that "the because they cannot by them- proceeded to make up his .· own
only way to treat .nonwhite mental selves produce color, so whites story eailed "Snout Envy" which
illness was with drugs." .
began to say that skin color was seemed to be about a female
While W elsing refused to disgusting to them and began crocodile vy-ho en.v ied .a male
answer any questions about her attributing negative qualities to alligator (who by the way wouldn't
theory itself explains that ·she is color and to the state of more .skin · open the locked gate) because he
.saving it. all for the seminar) she color.
had a penis.
did comment on a q~estion as to
Welsing then gave an example
He advised Welsing to stick to
whether her theory is really of .whites' desire to have . color science and he conclud~d by
controversial.
despite their so-called apparent questioning her ability as a black
Welsing doesn't think her abhorance for it. She gives the leader.
theory is controversial at all. She good example of how whites are
Joseph Sacky, graduate stu-

FRANCIS WESLING

dent, wa~ brief as he stated that he
felt racism was ·not .only a rolor
factor but an economic factor as
well, citing the Queen Elizabethan
and Slave Trade period as an
example.
.

happiness instead of polarization.
. Ke concluded by saying that
arguments about intellectual superiority or any other kind of
superiority is a wasted effort.
Mr. Gerald Priori, citizen of
Ellensburg, also gave a J"ebuttal.
Dr. Howard Scott · felt that
She concluded by appealing to
Welsing was "too kind to whites blacks fo quit "The sick begging
by allowing them a way out as a syndrome" (which she describes as
excuse for dbminance and racism" begging whites to stop rasc1sm
and that she somewhat restricted and to heip us along) and start
racispi.
· doing for yourselves. Only then
While' conceding that Welsing's can you achieve what you must do
theory might have some validity, on this planet.
Dr. Thomas Thelan of the biology
'A question and answer, period
<iep~rtment, felt she gave a too officially concluded the seminar.
simplistic of an explanation of•
Later in t}le evening, . Dr.
racism 'and that she tended to · Welsing spoke again .a t , Hertz
stereotype white behavior.
Auditorium as she lectured on
He felt that people should be "how to achieve justice and
striving toward a great.er level of peace."
.
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Catalog
K.c:w.s. FM 91.0
K.C.W.S. FM 91.0 offers a wide
variety for your listening pleasure
again this quarter. The following
are some of the specialty shows
available to listen to.
SUNDAY: Contemporary Christian Music, 4-6 p.m., with hosts Stu
Linder and Dan Pavlik..
From 7-9 p.m. tune in to the
K.C.W.S. TALK SHOW. Don
Caughey hosts this show in which
students are given the opportunity
to call the station to express their
opinions concerning the topic disc_ussP.d.
_
MONDAY:"Old" Album Review
Show, 4-5 p.m., with Jeff Crowe.
TUESDAY: "New" Album Pre~
view Show, 7-8 p.m., with Rob
Lindman.
THURSDAY: "Jazz Show", 9midnight, with Michael Jackson.
''Playback '78", at 7 p.m., features
music, interviews, hi-fi news and
record reviews with host Jim Kerr
from New York City.
FRIDAY: "Captured Live at
Goofy's'', 7-8 p.m. Terry . Talley
interviews the current band at
Goofy's. Listeners also will have
the opportunity to hear the band
perform.

FOREIGN STUDENT CLUB
REORGANIZED
A reorganizational meeting of
. the Foreign Student's Club is set
for Tuesday in the S.U.B., rooms
204-205 at . 6:30 p.m.
According
to
Chusak
"Chuck"
Hutavatchra the club will be open
to everyone in the community.
Consideration toward changing
the name to reflect the broader
membership will be discussed.
Election of officers is also
scheduled. For further information contact the International
Programs Office, Peterson Hall,
963-3612 or Chusak Hutavatchra,
962-9319.
1978-79_. 'El~A~CIAi

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Qenter to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
February 21...Fidelity UnionSales; commission wI guaranteed
base. Seniors and Graduates.
February 28 ... Seattle 1st National
Bank-Entry level; banking and ,
finance majors preferred;

SUMMER N.D.S.L. LOAN
APPLICATIONS
Applications for su'm mer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March 13 to
April 23 in the Office of Financial
Counseling and Financial Aid,
Barge Hall, room 209. To qualify
for a loan, applicants must have
been enrolled Spring Quarter,
1978, at Central. The deadline for
submission of aid applications to
the Office of Financial Aid is April
28.

PLACEMENT REGISTRATION
Simiors and Graduate students
wishing to register for placement
service may pick up a registration
packet at Barg~ Hall,. room 105.
NOTE .. . Sprin g Quarter grads,
who will be student teaching
during Spring Quarter, should set
up their placement file before
leaving campus.
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AID

APPLICATIONS

Applications for financial aid for
1978-79 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge · Hall, room 209.
Students who are applying for
financial aid at Central for the
1978-79 school year must complete
the confidential statement and the
Central application form. Deadline
date for submission is March 1.
Late applications will be accepted,
but awards to late applicants will
depend •solely on availability of
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP FOR funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
EDUCATION CANDIDATES
Undergraduate students are, also,
There will be a Job Search ·- required to apply for Basic EducaWorkshop conducted by the Ca- tional Opportunity Grants. All
reer Planning & Placement Cen- notification of B.E.O.G. eligibility
ter, Barge Hall, room 105, Febru- must be sent to the Office of
ary 13, 14 and 15.
Financial Aid whether it indicates
eligible or in-eligible.
· SESSION !...Monday, February
13, 3-4 p.m. Job Search Methods,
PHI ALPHA THETA
The Hidden Job Market and
Self-Assessment.
Dr. Zoltan Kramar, Professor of
SESSION IL.Tuesday, February History will talk on "The Death's
14, 3-4 p.m. Job Search Communi- Head Division of Hitler's S.S. He
cation: Letters, Resume, Tele- will speak at Grupe Conference
phone Contacts.
Center on February 15 at 8 p.m.
SESSION III... Wednesday, Febru- The talk will be sponsored by the
ary 15, 3-4 p.m. Interviewing: Central chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta-the history society.
·
Discussion and Film.
-

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

to . S~f"A~RY CouLDtJ'T

F\ (:,u R_E. OJT

P.A.C.E. -EXAM
The Professional and Administrative Career Examination will be
offered in Ellensburg during the
month of April. The application
period for the April test is Febru·
ary 1-28. P.A.C.E. is required for
most non~technical federal jobs.
Applications, and additional information may be obtained at the
Career Planning & Placement
Center, Barge Hall, room 105.

SUMMER COLLEGE WORK
STUDY EMPLOYMENT
Those students interested in
being placed on a college workstudy. job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge Hall, room 101. between
March 13 a~d April 21.

SPRING QUARTER STUDENT
TEACHING AND OPTION "C".
ENTRY PHASE
Off-campus student teacher supervisors will be on campus for the
purpose of meeting with all Spring
Quarter student teachers ·and Option "C" entry phase students on
Wednesday, February 15. A signup sheet for these interviews is
posted on the 2nd floor of Black
Hall, across from room 216. Appointments can be made for times
between 8:30 to 11 a.m., beginning
Monday, February 6. The deadline
for sign-ups is Monday, February
13 at 5 p.m.
Please make sure to attend this
meeting, it is important that each
student speaks with pis or her
supervisor.

I
DIETETICS INTERNSHIP

SOCIOLOGY COLLQUIUM

Mr. Norman Best, longtime
In a continuing series of programs designed to help the Air Ellensburg resident and NorthForce R.O.T.C. cadet choose a west Union Organizer, will discuss
career, the Department of the Air "Trade Union Organizing" at the
Force is sponsoring an internship Sociology Colloquium, on Thursin the field of Dietetics.
day, February 16 at 3 p.m. in room
The internship in Hospital/Gen- 401, Instructional Building.
eral Dietetics is accredited by the
American Dietetic Association.
The program stresses concentratSEND PERSONALIZED
ed learning experiences in clinical
VALENTINE CAKE _
dietetfos, food production and service and food service administraL.D.S. Young Adults will take
tion.
The internship is designed to orders for cakes in the S.U.B. on ·
develop a well-rounded, knowled- February 8 and 9. They'll DELIVgable, self-reliant individual capa- ER them on Valentine's Day.
ble of functioning as a generalist in , Small $2.25, Large $4. For further
a one-dietitian facility or as a information call 963-3363 (Debbie
staff member at a larger facility. Robinson) or 925-9416 (Inst.
The concept of professional Bldg.).
growth is stressed throughout the
internship by encouraging career
M.D. DANCE MARATHON
progression and continued academic experiences.
The Muscular Dystrophy dance
For more information on this ·marathon on February 24 and 25 in
and other Air Force p~ograms, the S.U.B. large ballroom will
contact Major Richard Gray, Cen- feature live music -to dance to.
tral A.F.R.0.T.C., at Peterson
But the dance is not limited to
Hall.
sponsored participants. Anyone
who is interested in coming down
"EATING YOUR WAY
at any time during the 24 hours of
THROUGH LIFE"
the marathon and have a good
time is welcome.
Workshop: ·~Baby Don't Get
There will be a one dollar
Hooked On Me'', will be on Febru- donation at the door for those who
ary 14, froni-7-9 p.m. Topic-will be wish to dance, but not ·participate.
An added incentive for those
nutritious beverages, snacks and
lunches. The workshop is for who come down and dance, includparents of pre-school/high school ing sponsored participants, will
be door prizes. The first prize will
Students. It will be in Michaelson
Hall, room 224. There will be door be two ten-speed bicycles.
This year's chairperson is Gail
prizes.
Lundgren. If anyone has any
questions or wishes more informaFINANCIAL AID
tion, contact Gail at Sparks Hall,
APPLICATION ASSISTANCE
room 337 or by calling 963-1920.
Financial Aid Office staff members will be available to aid
students in completing their 197879 financial aid applications on
February 22 and 23 from 3 to 5
p.m. in room 104 of the S. U.B.
(Teanaway Room).
Students are encouraged to
bring to the staff members, any
problems or questions they have
concerning their financial aid applications. Students are also encouraged to stop by at any time
between 8 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday at the
Financial Counseling & Financial
Aid Office, Barge Hall, room 209.
Students ·are reminded that
applications for fi nancial aid, to be
considered "on-time" must be completed by March L

EDUCATION _STUDENTS
Applications for Option B; PreAutumn (Ed. 300); Option C Entry
Phase and Student Teaching for
Fall "78", Winter "79" and Spring
"79" are available in Black Hall,
Office of Education.
Due dates for applications are as
follows:
Pre-Autumn & Option "B"-March
31.
Fall, Winter, Spring Student
.Teaching-March 31.
Fall Option "C"-April 14.
Winter Option "C"-October 13.
Spring Option "C"-January 12.

S.W.E.A. MEETING
There will be a general meeting
of the S.W.E.A. on February 9 at 3
p.m. in Black Hall, room 102.
Elections for this year's officers
will be held.
February 10, 11 & 12 are the
dates for the S. W.E.A. Winter
Conference. Workshops will be
held on discipline in the classroom,
legal rights and responsibilities of
teachers, accouptability and the
education-for-all bill (P.L. 94-142).
All pre-professionals are urged .to
attend. Registration will be on
February 10 at 6:30 p.m. in
Courson Hall.

LEISURE SERVICES MAJORS
There wiHbe a meeting today at
4:45 p.m. in the Recreation
Building to discuss the J og-a-thon,
and to nominate. new officers-i:Or ·
the Recreation Club. Please come,
it will be well worth your time.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Ellensburg Unitarian Fellowship seeks a humanistic approach to religion and culture. The
Fellowship's 1978 program will
present:
Feb. 12-"The Russian Orthodox Church" by Prof. James
Brennan.
Feb. 19-"The Anthropology of
Claude Levi-Strauss" by Prof.
Robert Goedecke.
Feb. 26-"Energy, Death and
the Spirit of Peace" by Prof. John
Ressler.
'l'he Fellowship meets at 2 p.m.
on Sundays in the small chapel of
the United Methodist Church, 3rd
and Ruby. The' public is invited,
and for further information please
contact H. Wolfsehr: 962-9026. ·

I.R.A. MEMBERS

Mrs. Zink, a 1st grade teacher at
Washington Elementary School
will be the guest ·s peaker at the
February 14 meeting of the Central Student Reading Council.
She will be speaking on the child
contract reading approach that she
has implemented in her classroom.
Plans are also being made to
attend the Farwest International
:Reading Association ConfPrence in
Spokane, March 16-18. Anyone
interested please attend (open to
Please be aware of the different. all non-members also)! February
deadline dates for these applica· ·14 at 7:30 p.m., in the S.U.B., room
. 206.
tions.
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'Alllusi~g' Kreskin interviewed
·

BY BILL KOSSEN

WITH MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

Okay, we'll admit it. Kresldn did put on a good
show. It was very amus~ng and a good time was had
by all.
Dr. Howard Scott of the Psychology
Department said that he enjoyed the show. Student
Frank Wyatt said that he was "amazed, without a
doubt.'' Even Sherlock Holmes was in attendance
and could not detect a flaw in Kreskhl's performance.
-- -To·get ·to the real Kreskin, and find out just how
amazing he really was, an "exclusive" interview was
set up after the show, attended by only four
reporters and about 100 .autograph seekers. It
wasn't the most intimate atmosphere ever provided
for an interview, but at least the reporters got a
chance to ask 'The' some questions and he responded
as well as he could.
He mentioned during the course of his show that
one critic had written that Kresldn was authentic,
due to the fact the The Amazing was not so amazing
at times. If that is the criteria to judge if one is
amazing or not, then the interview clearly reveals
that Kreskin is indeed an amazing man, because his
conversational ability was anything but amazing.
What follows are taped excerpts from that interview.
KOSSEN: "What do you think about the
· Vietnam War?
KRESKIN: "Huh? That was a long time ago.
STUDENT~ · · "What about the peoj)le-wllo· are
freezing on the stage?"
KRESKIN: "They imagined they were·cold to the
degree that they were able to raise goosebumps
through their nervous system. There can be people
sweating like anything and very, very chilly
watching a horror movie. It's the same phenomenon.''
KQSSEN: "liow long can they keep that up?"
KRESKIN: "Well, it wouldn't, uh, eh. as long as
the, until the person became very uncomfortable.
If they be~me very uncomfortable, they would deny
the suggestion and break it immediately."
KOSSEN: "Could you go camping in the desert
and feel camfortable and cool?"
KRESKIN: "I could yes, uh huh, I can because I, I
uh, who?" (Woman is asking Kreskin to sign his first
name, too). "I don't have a first name. No, legally•
it's only Kreskin, since I was in junior high school
when I legalized it to one name. I can do it, I can
handle it cuz, uh, I uh, but I keep myself pretty
active. I do aJot of camping in the dead of winter,
below zero.
"I went down the Grand Canyon on the rapids, the
Snake River, hiked up the Grand Tetons, This
summer, went up the Mount Umisko in Canada.
August 28th, hot day - one hour up the mountain,
we were in a sleet storm - two hours up we were in
a snow storm - the top, we were freezing. But we
were comfortable.
"The problem with people that are freezing to
death or getting very cold is that they become tense.
If they are able to relax and maintain some motion of
course there is less likeliness of them freezing to
death and they'll feel warm.''
YAKIMA HERALD REPORTER: "When did you
start making a living doing this?"
kRESKIN: "11 years old. The New York Times
said that I was the youngest ... I had some fantastic
teachers. When I left the sixtli grade and went to
junior high, my teachers in grade school had sent
messages to the teachers in the junior high that my
abilities were to be encouraged. And they never told
me they had gotten those notes.
"By the tim~ I graduated from ~high school, almost

every teacher I had became a subject of mine in a.
public demonstration; they volunteered. That's
unusual for teachers! So it started very early in my
life, really early."
ZUMBRUNNEN: "You state that what you do is
inherent in everyone?"
KRESKIN: "Yes, the ability."
'. ZUMBRUNNEN: "What can we do to develop our
ability?"
.
.
KRE~KIN: "You must ~st ~ecide o~ the area you
want to improve, to have direction or aim. When you
have steps in life you don't make the steps so far
apart that you can't see the end. Make brief steps.
You rehearse mentally what you are going to do
before you do it, be it a speech, or running a little
fast~r. Use the imaeination in a very positive way.
B.O.C. MEMBER DAVE THOMASON: "Could
yo~__l!lake that .~o Dav_e?
KRESKIN: "Ha ha ... Dave. YOU Dave?"
STUDENT: "You say what you're working on is
an altered state of consciousness?"
KRESKIN: "No, I'm not. No, no, no, not in any
way, shape or form. Now I can relax inyself, if I
relax your patterns may change a little bit but that
has nothing to .do with my consciousness, it's just
that I relax myself-- HOW YA DOIN' THERE But no, you don't have to look for an altered state of
consciousness. We have got such tremendous
willpower in our conscious level, we have such
tremendous use of the imagination, why s.earch for
some placebos, some strange states, when really
anyone who looks at someone says 'Gee, they're
zonked out, I wonder how they did that.' Boy, if
you're ·at a good party or having a card game, or
having a good time, you're zonked out without
having an altered state of consciousness.''
-- STUDENT: (inaudible).
-KR~~.KIN: "Even in the behavioral sciences we
use a lot of claptrap. Dr. Hansen, in my work for
thi:ee years, said to me, he said, Kreskin, 90 percent
of research should be filed in a wastepaper ·basket,.:·
"Because in research, people behave not the way
_ they really .behave, it's the way they unconsciously
ha~e re_ad __m a textbook or from the . professor's
remarks what they heard he wants them tO believe.
· "I've never ceased to become faseinated with one
of the key phenomenon in our lives that seems to be
constantly overlooked because we're bogged down
with what looks like strange behavior, that
phenomenoi:i is the way man interrelates with each
other.
· .. We are sensitive human beings, in America-we
don't near· each.other anymore, and when we meet,
in the first fiv.e minutes we meet, we usually don't
hea:r more than 40 percent of whaJ; is said. 'That's -not
true in European countries~ because we have
preconceived notions, we're uptight, we're judging a
person ahead of time. We've got to get back to the
fact in one's life of sensitizing and feeling for others.
And really all my program is based on my sensitizing
myself. I'm just dramatizing.''
KOSSEN: "It's ironic that they're saying you're a
pioneer, you're way ahead of your time, when really
you're just trying to get back to a simpler time when
people were more . in touch with each other."
KRESKIN: "In away it's back and in a way it's Doctor, Doctor Murphy, Professor Murphy, the head
of the Department of Psychology at Seton Hall, said
that it would probably take 50 years for my theories
and my attitudes to become common. And yet we
really must not look fQr a strange, dramatic
phenomenon to change. Changes in abilities and
feeling happen gradually and you know one of the
simple things is the phenomenon of love. I mean it's
a bromide, you know Freud wrote about love and
equated it with hypnosis and so forth, but Freud was
very misunderstood and Freud is almost •totally

discredited today."
"There is no psychologist in private practice that I
know that believes one thing of his theories. The
only time he is believed in is when he is taught in
schools. In practical me, he dciesn't even make.sense!
One of'the reasons is, and it's never been mentioned, .
that most of the patients he had, he never had in is
life. He made them up. (Laughter)
,
"Let's get back to simpler things in life and not
look for eomplexitie~ in human behavior. They· are
there. But not in everyday life. There's no reason
for you to meet someone on the street that says, 'lli, .
how are you?' and as the psychologists' joke would
say when he walked away, 'I wonaer- wliy liesaid
that?" No, take it for face value.' 1
KOSSEN: "Do you believe in ·U.F.O.'S? Do you
think you're maybe a descendant of a .super race
from outer space?"
KRESKIN: "No, uh, I, bah, bah, bah, bah, bah.
You are a good·one! (The Amazing One gets up and
to the delight of the at!_di_en~e. pats said reporter
vigorously on the shoplder) . ."I tell you, I had Dr. J. Allen Hynek (U.F.O.
·expert), who was on the Griffin Show today, you
know pioneering, well he is an astronomer at
Northwestern, but I had him on my T.V. series. We
talked about the phenomenon of suggestion ... (tape .
--rec0r0er fouls up) ... I do not believe in the contact of
the third kind because ... (tape recorder fouls up
again) ... to presume there is no outer intelligence is
very presumptuous. We can't be the beginning and
the end of everything. But the other thing that you
must realize, like take the case in Mississippi, those
two fellows who were occupied, examined by U.F.O.
people, what the press never mentions is that three ·
hours before they had spent part of the evening in a
t'1vern in town. No further comment.'' (Laughter)
ZUMBRUNNEN: "Do you know that today is
Candlemas? Are you familiar with it?"
~ KRESKIN: "No, I'm not.''
.
ZUMBRUNNEN: "It's the Winterfest of the
iWitch~s.'' _
KRESKIN; "Oh, my gosh . .And I'm fascinated
with witchcraft! Is today the day?"
ZUMBRUNNEN: "Yes, Do you ever have any
effects from clairvoyants or people who practice
clairvoyance in the audience?"
KRESKIN: "No not really. I don't think of it from
that viewpoint. I'm going to wrap it up wit~ this one
more statement of a demonstration I've just did and
sometime I'll do it on the Carson Show, they've asked
me: I do this on my series. We had this discussion on
voodooism, and voodooism is a very serious
phenoniemon ... (tape recorder fouls up) ... two p.arts
of the world, Haiti and New Orleans,· Louisiana. ·
"There is no report I've ,ever known that's not
researched it without getting into a dangerous
situation, because the people that believe in it fill it
with fear, that's the only reason. It has nothing to do
with any power. But if you believe in something like
that, you can harm yourself ... " (tape recorder fouls
up for the final time and interview ends).
· As Kreskin heads down the McConnell Auditorium
.hallway to the state car that will take him back to the
Holiday Inn, he js coralled by the noted health
columnist, M.R. Golden, who poses the question:
"Kreskin, how do you feel about health foods?"
"YEAH!" Kreskin replies and pats said columnist
vigorously on the back.
As we head out the door, Kreskin mentions how
cold.it is, but then catches himself quickly and sa_ys,
"But I love it."
That little slip said more about Kreskin than
anything that came out in the show or the interview,
for that pretty well .sums up his view of the world
and life in general. It can be cold but he still loves it.
Now that is amazing, Kreskin. .
-

